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foreword
thank you for taking the time to read this interim report from the
Commission on religious education (Core). it represents a work in
progress, a step on the journey towards the final report that the
Commission will publish in September 2018. in producing the interim
report, we wish to engage with as many people as possible in the
development of our thinking over the next academic year.
the Commissioners believe that the future of religious education (re) is
in the balance and have concluded that a timely intervention is necessary
if re is to continue to make its significant contribution to pupils’
education. We have outlined why this is so in this, our interim report, and
have made some initial recommendations that we believe will reinvigorate
our subject. We now seek your views on these recommendations and the
many questions that arise from them.
Young people are growing up in an ever more complex world where
religious and non-religious worldviews are increasingly influential. re has
a distinctive contribution to make in equipping them for adult life and
citizenship in this environment. As a Commission, we have seen much
evidence of exceptional re, but we have also been made very aware of
the significant challenges it faces as a subject given the changing nature
of belief in society and the changes to the education system in england,
not least the move towards all schools becoming academies.
the Commission was initiated by the re Council of england and Wales
(reC), although its remit is restricted to england given the significant
differences in the Welsh education system. i do, however, as Chair of the
Commission stress that we are entirely independent of the reC in our
deliberations and recommendations. At the same time, i wish to thank the
reC for acting as the secretariat to the Commission.
As Chair of the Commission, i am delighted now to present this interim
report. it is not a finished work and there are many unresolved issues. But
it offers new ideas that we believe could constitute a game-changer for
our subject. i do encourage you to join with us in building a new future for
re in schools by sending your thoughts in response to the consultation
that we will soon be undertaking.
the Very revd. Dr John Hall, Dean of Westminster
Chair of the re Commission
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executive summary
this interim report is published with the intention of creating an
opportunity for as many people and organisations as possible to engage
with the Commission on religious education (Core) about our
developing thoughts on re in schools in england. the interim report
explores a number of issues which have emerged during our deliberations
on the evidence presented to us during the initial consultation, at the
evidence gathering sessions held around the country and in written
submissions received during the 2016/17 academic year. it sets out initial
recommendations alongside a range of issues on which we are seeking to
consult further before drawing any conclusions. We hope that there will
be a full and vigorous consultation on the content of this interim report,
and that this will help to inform the final report of the Commission, due to
be published in 2018.
re remains a vital academic subject for education in the 21st century.
Studying re gives young people the knowledge, understanding and
motivation they need to understand important aspects of human
experience, including the religious, spiritual, and moral. it gives insights
into the arts, literature, history, and contemporary local and global social
and political issues. it provides them with a space in the curriculum to
reflect on their own worldview and to engage with others whose
worldview may be different. the young people that we have spoken to
have told us that re enables them to have better friendships and to
develop greater respect and empathy for others. re is highly valued by
many employers, who increasingly understand that in a globalised world,
understanding others’ worldviews and their impact on people’s lives is
essential to success.
the knowledge gained through studying re is central to good local,
national and global citizenship. it enables young people to have a nuanced
and informed understanding of key political and social issues that they will
need to face as they grow up in an increasingly globalised world. re helps
pupils to deal positively with controversial issues, to manage strongly held
differences of belief, and to challenge stereotypes.
As local and global demographics have changed, including patterns of
affiliation to religious and non-religious worldviews, today’s students will
encounter people with a much more diverse range of beliefs, lifestyles and
backgrounds than did the previous generations. understanding religious
and non-religious worldviews, and their impact on individuals, communities
and wider society, has never been more essential to good citizenship than
it is now. for these reasons, we argue throughout the report that all pupils,
regardless of background or the type of school they attend, are entitled to
high quality re which enables them to develop the nuanced and informed
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understanding of worldviews that they will need as citizens.
We were impressed by the evidence of high quality and innovative
approaches to re that were presented during our consultations.1 At its
best, the subject offers great educational benefit for pupils and the British
model of re is highly regarded and has earned international esteem. of
particular note has been the appearance in recent years of local and
national support networks for teachers and also the high level of
examination entry at gCSe and A level.
Having said that, we are unanimous in the view that re faces a perilous
future without strategic, urgent intervention. examination entries fell for
the first time in 2017, and many who gave evidence saw this as a sign of
further decline in years to come. Amongst the many challenges the
subject faces, the following are identified as particularly significant:
• the changed patterns of religious and non-religious belief from the time
when the current system was enacted in 1944 present a requirement to
ensure that re’s structures reflect the realities of contemporary society.
the religious landscape in the uk has diversified with fewer people
identifying as Anglican and more identifying with other Christian
denominations or other religious traditions. moreover, the number of
people identifying as non-religious has increased: in 2017, 53% of the
population described themselves as not having a religion.2 the global
religious landscape has also been undergoing rapid change, where
religion is highly significant in many societies.
• there is inconsistency in the quality and provision of re, with increasing
numbers of schools not even meeting the basic legal requirement.
pupils are experiencing a lottery in their access to high quality re.
evidence presented to the Commission made clear the impact that the
type of school had on the extent to which re is provided: while 6.5% of
schools that follow an re curriculum determined by their religious
character devote no part of their curriculum time to re at key stage 4,
the figure is 20.7% for schools required to follow a locally agreed
syllabus for re and 43.7% for academies without a religious character. 3
this inequality of provision means that many children are being
disadvantaged by being denied re.
• As more schools become academies, leaving ever fewer under local
authority control, the current framework of determination of re via
local authorities and agreed syllabuses is ceasing to be fit for purpose. A
decrease in local authority funding has exacerbated this problem.

1
2
3

4

Please see Appendix 1: Evidence received by the Commission for details of how we
collected evidence.
NATCEN (2017). British Social Attitudes Survey.
http://www.natcen.ac.uk/media/1469605/BSA-religion.pdf
RE Council & National Association of Teachers of RE (2017, forthcoming). The State of
the Nation.
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moreover, evidence submitted to the Commission makes clear that the
current approach of relying on the requirements of academy funding
agreements is not sufficient for ensuring the proper provision of re
across all academies. if no action is taken, there is a serious risk of
increasing numbers of pupils leaving school with an inadequate level of
knowledge and understanding of religious and non-religious
worldviews at precisely the time when such understanding is becoming
more important.
• re has suffered from a policy environment that has not encouraged
headteachers to regard it as a high-status subject. this environment
includes insufficient processes to hold schools to account for their
provision of re and the omission of re from key performance indicators
published by Dfe.
• there has been diminishing access to adequate training and support for
teachers. this is particularly acute at primary level where the
Commission heard that on average a primary trainee receives less than
three hours of re-specific training during a one-year pgCe or School
Direct course.4
• the quality of re is variable across schools. low standards predominate
across too many schools, including schools with and without a religious
character. teachers are
not always clear on the
We are advocating re for all not
purpose of the subject and
because children belong to religious
many lack the subject
traditions or not, but because in our age
knowledge necessary to
teach about sensitive and
a nuanced understanding of the role of
crucial issues with skill and
worldviews must be a part of citizens’
nuance. locally agreed
intellectual make-up
syllabuses are also
variable in quality. one
issue that we have noted is the fact that religion is often presented in an
essentialist mode that fails to help pupils understand the complexity,
diversity and historicity of religious ideas, institutions and practices.
this was most often mentioned in relation to the Dharmic traditions (i.e.
Hindu, Buddhist and Sikh traditions) in the written and oral evidence but
affects the presentation of all religions and worldviews in resources and
in the classroom.
the Commissioners have therefore made initial recommendations in four
areas:

4

Fiona Moss, oral evidence submitted to the Commission. See also NATRE (2016). An
analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/an-analysis-of-the-provision-for-re-inprimary-schools/
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1.

a national entitlement for re. this would set out clearly the aims and
purpose(s) of re and what pupils should experience in the course of their
study of the subject. this national entitlement should be for all pupils at all
state-funded schools and we seek to consult with independent schools
about whether they should adopt it. We are advocating re for all not
because children belong to religious traditions or not, but because in our
age a nuanced understanding of the role of worldviews must be a part of
citizens’ intellectual make-up. it is to do with their ability to function
effectively as citizens and as human beings. this is as important an aspect
of education for pupils in schools of a religious character as it is in those
without a religious character. it should be introduced through nonstatutory guidance as early as possible with a view to it ultimately
becoming statutory, either to supplement or replace the current
legislation on agreed syllabuses. this national entitlement provides a
reinvigorated vision for re for all pupils in the future, drawing on the very
best of the re that we know happens in some schools. it seeks to be a
basic statement of what all pupils are entitled to, but is not a national
syllabus or curriculum. We hope that the flexibility of the proposed
national entitlement will ensure that a diversity of high quality approaches
will emerge and that this will best suit the landscape of a school-led
system. We recognise that schools will need guidance and support to
translate this entitlement into curriculum planning and we are reviewing
where this guidance and support should come from.

2.

holding schools to account for the provision and quality of re. the
evidence presented to us indicates that at present too many schools are
not being held to account for failing to provide adequate re. Schools
should be required to publish details on their website of how they meet
the national entitlement for re. inspection frameworks should be revised
to ensure that inspectors monitor whether schools meet the national
entitlement for re. the Commission has also given thought to how
schools should provide for those key Stage 4 pupils who are not taking
the gCSe in religious Studies and would like to consult on the possibility
of a revised qualification for these pupils to ensure that their work can be
accredited.

3.

a national plan to improve teaching and learning in re. the Commission
would like to develop a national plan for developing teaching and
learning in re, along the lines of the national plan for music education.
the national plan will bring together the Commission’s recommendations
for improving teacher subject knowledge and confidence and we seek to
consult on how this can best be achieved.

4.

a renewed and expanded role for standing advisory councils on
religious education (sacres). the evidence we have received suggests
that SACres can have an important role in promoting and supporting re
and in promoting good community relations more broadly, but that their
capacity to deliver this role fully has been diminishing in many local
authorities. the Commission’s suggested recommendations, which are
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consultative at this stage, call for consideration to be given to adding the
promotion of improved community relations to the remit of SACres and
make proposals for the securing of resources for their work. there are also
recommendations that seek consideration of the composition of SACres
with a call to ensure that they are fully representative, with
representatives of non-religious worldviews as full members.
the full recommendations are set out on pages 8 to 12.
in addition, the Commissioners are seeking to undertake further
consultation in these areas and have set out the issues that they are
particularly interested in exploring. these areas for consultation are set
out on pages 12 to 14.

list of recommendations
a national entitlement for religious education
a. there should be a national entitlement statement for re which sets out
clearly the aims and purpose of re and what pupils should experience in
the course of their study of the subject. A draft statement for
consultation is overleaf.
b. this entitlement should become normative through non-statutory
guidance as early as possible, and should ultimately become statutory,
either to supplement or to replace current legislation on agreed
syllabuses.
c. the national entitlement should apply to all state-funded schools
including academies, free schools and schools of a religious character.
d. independent schools should consider adopting the entitlement as an
undertaking of good practice.
the national entitlement for religious education
overleaf is the draft text of the proposed national entitlement for re.
this draft is for consultation. We welcome comments on and refinements
to the text.
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a national entitlement for re
re in schools should enable students to engage in an intelligent
and informed way with the ideas, practices and contemporary
manifestations of a diversity of religious and non-religious
worldviews. it should enable them to understand how worldviews
are inextricably woven into, influence and are influenced by, all
dimensions of human experience. it should prepare pupils for life
in modern Britain by enabling them to engage respectfully with
people with worldviews different from their own. re should equip
pupils to develop their own beliefs, practices, values and identity
in the light of their reflections on the worldviews they have
studied.
through their study of worldviews, pupils should develop a
lifelong motivation to enquire into questions of meaning and
purpose, and investigate others’ worldviews and what they mean
for individuals, communities and society. All of this will enable
them to become responsible citizens and members of diverse
and changing local, national and global communities.
throughout their period of compulsory schooling, pupils should
learn about, understand and engage with:
a. the diversity of religious and non-religious worldviews and
ways of life that exist locally, nationally and globally.
b. the ways in which communities and individuals holding
different worldviews interact, change and maintain continuity
in different times and contexts and as the surrounding culture
changes.
c. the different ways that people interpret and respond to texts
and other sources of authority.
d. the ways that people communicate their beliefs, experiences,
values and identities through verbal and non-verbal means (eg
prose, story, poetry, art, music, dance, ritual, architecture).
e. How people seek moral guidance from religious and nonreligious worldviews and how they interpret this guidance in
their lives.
f. the importance of experience, including extra-ordinary
experiences, in shaping people’s worldviews and how
worldviews are used to interpret experience.

8
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g. the role of religious and non-religious rituals and practices in
both creating and expressing experience, beliefs, values and
commitments.
h. the relationship between people’s worldview and their thinking
and actions concerning political, public, social and cultural life.
i. Both the positive and negative exercise of power and influence
resulting from people’s worldviews.
j. the important role that worldviews play in providing people
with a way of making sense of their lives and in forming their
identity.*
As part of a balanced programme aimed at meeting this
provision, it is expected that pupils will:
1. experience meeting and visiting people from their local
community from a range of worldviews including those
different from their own and that of the school.
2. Develop core skills for researching the beliefs, values and
practices of individuals and groups in society.
3. experience a range of approaches to the study of religions
(e.g. phenomenology, philosophy, sociology, textual studies,
theology).
4. engage with questions of meaning and purpose and of the
nature of reality raised by the worldviews that they study.
5. think through and develop a reflective approach to their own
personal responses and developing identity and learn to
articulate these clearly and coherently while respecting the
right of others to differ.
6. Develop the core skills and dispositions of careful listening,
critical thinking, self-reflection, empathy and openmindedness required for making wise judgments.
7. learn to discuss controversial issues and work with others
(including those that they disagree with) with the intention of
securing a healthy and peaceful society in the context of
significant diversity.
* We are indebted to Barbara Wintersgill, who presented her project on Big
Ideas in RE. Her work has informed much of the content of this list.
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holding schools to account for the provision and quality of re
a. Schools should be required to publish on their website details of how
they meet the national entitlement for re.
b. inspection frameworks should be revised to ensure that inspectors
monitor whether or not schools meet the national entitlement for re, in
the light of schools’ duty to provide a broad and balanced curriculum.
c. the Dfe should either monitor, or give SACres or other approved
bodies the power and resources to monitor, the provision and quality of
re in all schools, including free schools, academies and schools of a
religious character.
d. the government should consider the impact of school performance
measures, including the exclusion of rS gCSe from the eBacc, on gCSe
entries and on the provision and quality of re, and consider reviewing
performance measures in the light of the evidence.
a renewed and expanded role for sacres
We seek to consult on all our recommendations relating to SACres. (See
page 12)
a national plan for improving teaching and learning in re
We are considering developing a national plan for developing teaching
and learning in re, along the lines of the national plan for music
education. this plan is likely to include the following recommendations:
a. A minimum of 12 hours should be devoted to re in all primary initial
teacher education (ite) courses.
b. leading primary schools for re should be identified and all primary
trainees should be given the opportunity to observe re teaching in such
a school.
c. include under the teachers’ Standards, part 1, section 3 (Demonstrate
good subject and curriculum knowledge), the requirement that
teachers ‘demonstrate a good understanding of and take responsibility
for the sensitive handling of controversial issues, including thoughtful
discussion of religious and non-religious worldviews where necessary.’
d. restore funded Subject knowledge enhancement (Ske) courses for
those applying to teach re and for serving teachers of re without a
relevant post A-level qualification in the subject.
e. restore parity of bursaries for re with those for other shortage
subjects.

10
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f. the government and relevant funding bodies should consider how
funding of grassroots teacher networks can be made more sustainable.
g. SACres and local authorities should review existing good practice in
developing and sustaining these grassroots networks and start their
own if such a network does not exist in their local area.
h. university performance measures should be updated to credit
universities for their engagement with schools, including the provision
of continuing professional development (CpD) and resource materials.
i. university staff conducting research in areas related to re should be
encouraged to contribute to grassroots networks, lead teacher
development days, develop resource materials or become SACre
members. this may provide opportunities for them to demonstrate the
impact of their research or increase student recruitment.

list of areas for consultation
a national entitlement for religious education
1.

the entitlement is not a national syllabus or curriculum. it is a basic
statement of what all pupils are entitled to, whatever type of school they
attend. many schools will need guidance and support to translate this
entitlement into curriculum planning, particularly in relation to
progression. We are still reviewing where this guidance and support will
come from. We seek input on what bodies would be best placed to
translate the entitlement into detailed programmes of study and how best
to support schools to plan their curriculum in line with the entitlement.
Several possibilities have been discussed by the Commission so far:
a. removing the requirement for local authorities to hold Agreed Syllabus
Conferences (ASCs). in a context where every school will eventually
become an academy, this requirement is no longer proportionate for
many local authorities and will become even less so over time. However,
it might be possible for programmes of study to be developed at
regional levels. it would also be possible to include regional universities
on this model. A regional system might not provide sufficient support to
academies unless they were explicitly included. if the requirement for
local authorities to develop a locally agreed syllabus were to be
removed, it would not preclude those local authorities that had the
resource and expertise from convening ASCs and developing
programmes of study that could be adopted by those schools that
chose to, within or outside that local authority.
b. recommending the development of a national set of programmes of
study compliant with the entitlement. this may or may not be
government-funded. this has the advantage of providing consistency
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across localities, which was requested by some teachers in the written
and oral evidence. However, there are a number of potential difficulties
with it. first, there is the vexed question of who develops programmes
of study. Second, there is the justified criticism that in the era of a
school-led system a nationally agreed set of programmes of study is too
rigid and leaves schools insufficient freedom to undertake re that is
appropriate for their pupils and immediate community. third, there is
the question of how to ensure that the syllabus is appropriately
independent of political interference. many of those who gave oral and
written evidence were concerned about excessive political interference
in the scope and content of re.
c. leaving the market open for schools, groups of schools, dioceses,
SACres, commercial providers and other relevant groups to write their
own programmes of study. this would allow maximum freedom for
schools but might not resolve the inequality in provision and quality
discussed above. non-statutory guidance or a range of model
programmes of study might also be developed to support relevant
groups in writing their own programmes of study.

12

2.

there is likely to be a range of possibilities within these broad categories
and other possibilities that we have not yet considered. We seek views on
what would be most helpful to support schools with curriculum planning
and ensure that all schools can meet the entitlement effectively.

3.

the question also remains as to whether the entitlement statement should
replace or supplement the current legislation on agreed syllabuses, which
requires that they must ‘reflect the fact that religious traditions in Britain
are in the main Christian, whilst taking account of the teaching and
practices of the other principal religions represented in great Britain’ (uk
parliament, education Act 1996, Section 375.2). this legislative statement
remains a statement of historical and social fact. of those who identify
themselves as having a religion, the majority are Christian, and Christianity
has played a particular role in the history of great Britain. However, the
statement in and of itself does not specify how much time should be spent
on any worldview. it also does not include non-religious worldviews. We
seek views on whether the entitlement should specify a number and range
of worldviews, or a minimum time to be spent on one worldview.

4.

We have also discussed whether the name of the subject should be
changed, to signify the renewed vision for the subject. it is difficult to find
an alternative name that appropriately captures the breadth and depth of
the subject as outlined in the entitlement statement. We have discussed a
number of options. A small majority of the Commission preferred to call
the subject religion and ethics (or religions and ethics) while others
wished either to preserve the current name, or to change its name to
religions and Worldviews or religion, philosophy and ethics (or
philosophy, religion and ethics). We seek views on which of these options
best captures the nature of the subject outlined in the entitlement. We
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also seek suggestions on alternative names which fit the entitlement and
the renewed vision for the subject.
holding schools to account for the provision and quality of re
1.

We seek views on the most appropriate mechanisms for holding schools
to account for the provision and quality of re at both primary and
secondary level.

2.

We are considering recommending that a revised qualification at key
Stage 4, for those not taking full Course gCSe rS, be developed. this
would need to meet the requirements of the national entitlement for re
and have currency in school performance measures. this qualification
would not be compulsory but would count in school performance
measures and in individuals’ applications for work or further study. We
seek views on how effective this would be and what demand there would
be for such a qualification.

a renewed and expanded role for sacres
1.

We seek views on the following recommendations on the role of SACres:
a. the government should publicly highlight and reaffirm the important
role of SACres in supporting and resourcing re.
b. the government should consider whether the role of SACres should be
expanded to include a duty to advise on all matters relating to religion
and belief in schools.
c. the government should consider ways of securing funding to resource
SACres adequately. options for this may include:
i. ring-fenced funding for SACres.
ii. funding for SACres from the Department of Culture, media and
Sport or the Department of Communities and local government.
iii. Specifying a minimum amount of funding (perhaps per school or per
pupil) to which local authorities must adhere.
d. the government should consider the composition of SACres and the
law should be changed to include representatives of non-religious
worldviews as full members.
e. the government should publish all SACre annual reports publicly on a
dedicated website.

2.

We seek views on what the duties of SACres should be in relation to
promoting good community relations, beyond matters relating to religion
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and belief in schools.
3.

We are still considering how the composition of SACres should be
adapted to be fit for purpose in a changed social and educational
landscape. in particular, we are considering whether the committee
structure should be changed or abolished. We seek views and evidence
on this.

4.

We seek views on which groups and organisations should be represented
on SACres.

the right of withdrawal
1.

We seek further evidence on the number of pupils being withdrawn from
re, and the reasons given, where these are given, as well as whether the
number of cases and reasons given have been changing over time.

2.

We seek views on the most effective ways to manage the right of
withdrawal in practice.

3.

We seek views on whether it is desirable to look to adopt an overall
approach to the design of the re curriculum in every school so that it is
sufficiently ‘objective, critical and pluralistic’ as to render it capable of
being compulsory without the right of withdrawal.

a national plan for improving teaching and learning in re

14

1.

We seek views on what should be included in the national plan for re,
beyond the recommendations set out above.

2.

We seek views on how the national plan might best be implemented.

3.

there are increasing expectations of teachers to be engaged with
research, by keeping up to date with published research at minimum, and
where possible by engaging in action research, lesson study and other
forms of practitioner research. We seek views on the kinds of research
which would be most helpful for re teachers to engage with, and what
mechanisms would support this.
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section 1
about this report
this interim report outlines our thinking and discussions to date, drawing
on the evidence that we have received and heard so far. it is an
opportunity to open up a conversation on our proposed
recommendations and invite contributions ahead of the final report in
September 2018.
our proposals are tentative at this stage. We seek thoughtful discussion
to improve them, so that we can establish re on a stable, secure footing
for generations to come and ensure that young people grow up with a
sound knowledge and understanding of this crucial area of study.
it should also be noted at this stage that much of the evidence that we
have received has concentrated on the secondary phase of education,
particularly in terms of quantitative data on provision. the majority of the
teachers and pupils who have contributed oral evidence have also been
from secondary schools. our recommendations at this stage therefore
have more to say about secondary than primary, and we intend to redress
this balance during the next stage of our deliberations.
We have also engaged extensively with the major reports that have been
published in the last few years on the state of, and direction for, re. the
evidence from these reports, particularly re for real and the ofsted and
All party parliamentary group (Appg) reports of 2013, is extensive and
robust, and we have found this evidence extremely useful in
understanding the issues and developing ways forward.
We begin with an introduction to some of the discussions we have had on
the nature of re and its objects of study. the terms ‘religion’ and
‘worldview’ have yielded much discussion and debate, and our thinking on
this has shaped our substantive proposals. therefore, we felt that it was
important to share some of this thinking at the beginning of the report.
the next section, ‘religious education in the 21st Century,’ begins with an
argument for why re matters and the justification for retaining it in the
curriculum in a rapidly changing world. We then review the legal and
structural arrangements that currently apply to re, the strengths of the
subject at the moment and the key challenges that it faces.
it is these challenges that our recommendations seek to meet. the second
half of the report outlines our proposals for meeting these challenges, in
particular our proposed national entitlement for re, to apply to all
schools. the implications of this for holding schools to account, and for
the role of SACres, are also discussed. We explore the possibility of
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removing the right of withdrawal and the implications of doing so. finally,
we consider ways to support high quality teaching and learning in re and
contribute some thoughts towards what a national plan for re might look
like. the proposals for a national plan for re are at an earlier stage of
development than those for the national entitlement.
We conclude with some thoughts about the next phase of the
Commission’s activity, and details of how to contribute your views
between now and the publication of the final report.
1.1 about core
the Commission on religious education (Core) was established in 2016
to review the legal, educational and policy frameworks for religious
education. the ultimate aim of the Commission is to improve the quality
and rigour of re and its capacity to prepare pupils for life in modern
Britain.
the Commission’s review has been, and seeks to continue to be, wideranging, inclusive and evidence-based. it seeks to inform policy-makers
and suggest ways of tackling some of the challenges to re that have been
identified in a series of recent reports.
the Commission has been established by the religious education Council
of england and Wales (reC). the reC provides the secretariat for the
Commission. the Commission is, however, independent of the reC and is
entirely responsible for its reports and recommendations.
the Commission has had three residential meetings so far and presided
over five oral evidence gathering sessions. A further four meetings are
scheduled for the 2017/2018 academic year, and there will also be further
opportunities for consultation. the Commission’s final report is due for
publication in September 2018.
the Commission’s terms of reference have been set by the reC. the terms
of reference were extensively consulted on among reC member
organisations before being approved by the reC Board. While the reC
has set the Commission’s terms of reference, it is entirely up to the
Commissioners to decide how to operate within these terms of reference.
the terms of reference can be found in Appendix 2: Terms of Reference
for the Commission on RE.
the Commission is made up of 14 Commissioners, including the Chair, with
a wide range of expertise and professional backgrounds. pen-portraits of
the Chair and each of the Commissioners can be found in Appendix 3:
About the Commissioners.
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1.2 about the evidence gathering process
the Commission’s written evidence gathering took place from December
2016 to february 2017. the call for evidence was based on an online
survey consisting of 17 questions. the questions set were based upon the
terms of reference for the Commission. the questions were deliberately
open-ended in order not to lead respondents. the survey was publicised
on the reC and Commission on re websites, via the reC’s 64 member
organisations, and via social media. We received 2,245 total responses to
the survey, of which 862 exited without responding to the substantive
questions. once duplicates were removed, 1,377 responses were taken
forward for analysis. full details of the respondents to the call for
evidence can be found in Appendix 1: Evidence received by the
Commission.
the Commission also received 49 submissions of evidence by email to
evidence@commissiononre.org.uk both during and after the time that the
survey was open.
in addition to the call for written evidence, the Commission held five
evidence gathering sessions in london, Birmingham, manchester, exeter
and York from february to July 2017. presenters were given seven
minutes to present their evidence and around 10 minutes for questions
from a panel of Commissioners. Half the slots available in each session
were for invited individuals and organisations, including schools, while the
others were booked by interested parties on a first-come-first-served
basis. We would like to thank all those who presented and, particularly, all
those who hosted sessions.
A total of 53 individuals and organisations presented oral evidence during
the evidence gathering sessions. full details can be found in Appendix 1:
Evidence received by the Commission.
individual Commissioners have also conducted school visits and attended
meetings of interested organisations including SACres and the reC. We
would like to thank all those who have invited Commissioners and hosted
visits.
finally, Commissioners chose to invite selected individuals to present at
Commission meetings. to date, the Dfe, Adam Dinham and martha Shaw,
and Barbara Wintersgill have presented. the Commission also intends to
hear from Charles Clarke and linda Woodhead at a future meeting.
We plan to hold a formal online consultation from october to December
2017 for a robust conversation about the proposals contained in this
report. in addition, the evidence@commissiononre.org.uk email address
remains open for those who wish to contact the Commissioners via this
method.
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We quote from both oral and written evidence in the report. individuals
and organisations who submitted written evidence are quoted by name
where permission has been given. pupils who contributed oral evidence
are not identified by name but their year group and location are given.
teachers are also not identified by name, but their phase and location are
given. Academics, SACre members and other subject experts, as well as
those who spoke as individuals, are identified by name and by the location
where they presented.
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section 2
religion, religions and worldviews: the subject
matter for religious education
our discussions on the appropriate subject matter for re and how it
should be defined have been wide-ranging and rich. We have found it to
be complex territory and have searched for terminology that adequately
covers this complexity. We have sought to be properly inclusive of the
breadth of perspectives, beliefs and ways of life that make up the subject.
However, we recognise that such issues will always be open to
interpretation and debate.
in a context of rapidly changing patterns of affiliation to what we
commonly call religions, and the rising number of people in the uk who
identify with non-religious worldviews such as Humanism, it is
increasingly important for our terminology and thinking to capture this
dynamism and fluidity. 53%5 of the population of Britain describe
themselves as having no religion, and many of these people live their lives
with almost no reference to religious communities, ideas, or concepts.
We have found the concept of a ‘worldview’ extremely helpful in our
discussions. recognising that the word has been given different
definitions, we have used the term 'worldview' to mean an overarching
structure, often known as a metanarrative, which provides a ‘lens’ which is
both in the world and through which one views the world. Worldviews
encompass many, and sometimes all, aspects of human life – they
influence how people understand what is real and what is not, how they
decide what is good and what to do, how they relate to others, and how
they express themselves, to name but a few examples.
We considered using the phrase ‘religion and belief’ to describe the
subject matter for re but worldviews – whether religious or non-religious
– are more than just sets of propositional beliefs – they have affective
(emotional) and affiliative (community, belonging) dimensions as well.
We do use ‘faith and belief communities’ on occasion as this is a common
way of referring to these communities and is inclusive of both religious
and non-religious worldviews.
there has been a tendency to think of the subject matter for re as ‘religions
and non-religious worldviews’ but this suggests that religions are not
themselves worldviews. it is our belief that religions are also worldviews and
that the terminology should be ‘religious and non-religious worldviews’.
essentially, we see the subject matter for re as worldviews in two senses:
5

NATCEN (2017). British Social Attitudes Survey.
http://www.natcen.ac.uk/media/1469605/BSA-religion.pdf
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1. institutional systems of making meaning and structuring how one sees
the world. these include ‘religions’ such as Christianity, islam or
Buddhism as well as non-religious worldviews such as Humanism,
nationalism or Communism. these institutional systems are themselves
complex and dynamic. they may refer back to sacred texts or narratives
of continuity and at the same time be fluid, adapting to new times and
cultures. they are made up of practices, rituals, narratives, experiences,
interactions, social norms, doctrines, artistic expressions and other
forms of cultural and individual expression, and should not be reduced
simply to belief and practice but understood in all their complexity.
2. the individual process of making sense of life and making meaning. in
this sense, everyone has a worldview. these worldviews may be more or
less consciously constructed. they may make reference to institutional
worldviews but the Commissioners are aware that increasingly young
people make less explicit reference to overall institutional worldviews.
they do, however, draw on ideas from these worldviews.
therefore, the Commission uses the term ‘worldview’ in its broadest
sense, to cover traditional and non-traditional religions, secular and
atheistic movements and perspectives, non-standard forms of religious
and spiritual life and the wide diversity of ways in which people make
sense of their lives with or without reference or commitment to any
specific religion or institutional worldview. We use ‘worldview’ to cover
both religious and non-religious worldviews, and both institutional and
individual worldviews.
We continue to use the term ‘religion’ or ‘religious’ to refer to institutional
religious worldviews, and in relation to religions such as Christianity or
Hinduism as well as in contexts where individuals might describe
themselves as ‘religious’ or ‘belonging to a religion’. this may make
‘religions’ seem as though they have harder boundaries than they do in
practice. We are aware that in practice there are interactions and blurred
boundaries between religions, and that individuals may not see religions
as bounded entities. equally, religious institutions as well as individuals
within any one ‘religion’ may have different and sometimes contradictory
positions on a range of matters of faith and practice.
our comments in this report and, we believe, the content of our proposed
national entitlement, are ‘epistemologically agnostic’ – that is, they neither
affirm nor reject claims about divine revelation. Whatever the origin of
worldviews, it is their manifestations in the world that re seeks to explore
(including, of course, the understanding that adherents to a particular
worldview have about the origin of that worldview). our understanding is
that re seeks to explore the language in which worldviews are expressed
(whether or not they use the language of revelation) and the resulting
cultural, social and intellectual responses and engagements to these over
time. Both theistic and atheistic understandings of revelation itself are
compatible with the approach that we have taken here.

20
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section 3
religious education in the 21st century:
strengths, challenges, opportunities
3.1 why religious education matters
1.

religious education (re) matters for a number of reasons, of which we
have chosen to concentrate on four.
a. it is an essential academic subject in its own right, with a distinctive
contribution to make to pupils’ overall knowledge and the development
of their own worldviews.
b. one cannot understand historical and contemporary trends and issues
without an understanding of the worldviews that underpin them. re is
therefore essential to informed local, national and global citizenship.
c. it provides a ‘safe space to discuss difference’ and therefore can
contribute to improved community relations.
d. understanding religious and non-religious worldviews is essential to
many job roles in an increasingly multicultural uk and globalised world,
and re therefore can contribute to social mobility.
i get why you go on about re miss. it matters to people. i need to
know why people be like they are. i don’t have to agree but i do
have to know about it.
Comment by a year 5 pupil quoted by fiona moss, oral
evidence submitted to the Commission, london

‘talking genuinely about genuine things’ – re as an essential academic subject
After taking rS A level it becomes hard to ever blindly accept a
proposition again… Before we studied re, we’d have been more
egocentric. our discussions have stopped being celebrity gossip
and more talking genuinely about genuine things.
Year 13 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, Birmingham
2.

re is an essential academic subject. it draws on the disciplines of religious
Studies including anthropology, philosophy, theology, phenomenology
and sociology, and has a distinct set of questions, methodologies to
answer these questions, and an empirical body of knowledge.

3.

Studying re enables pupils to:
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a. Study worldviews from an impartial, broad and balanced perspective
b. understand other political, social and cultural issues
c. understand other academic disciplines
d. Develop key transferable skills
e. Contribute as a rounded person to a modern, diverse society.
RE enables pupils to study worldviews from an impartial, broad and balanced
perspective
4.

everyone has a worldview. it may be more or less conscious or systematic.
it may or may not make reference to institutional religious or non-religious
perspectives. it is one of the core tasks of liberal education to enable
pupils to reflect on their own and others’ worldviews. to flourish as a
responsible adult and citizen, pupils need to understand where their own
and others’ worldviews come from, to understand their impact on
people’s actions in a whole range of areas of human life, and to be able to
critique them in a climate of respect.

5.

While patterns of affiliation to institutional worldviews have changed,
those with no formal affiliation may still draw on ideas from institutional
religious or non-religious worldviews, whether consciously or
unconsciously. it is therefore important for young people growing up and
working out their own worldviews to understand the origins and
complexities of some of the ideas that influence them and others.
[re’s] purpose is to make you know what you want to say in the
outside world more than in the classroom, to form moral and ethical
beliefs that you use in daily life.
Year 9 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
london
Adult life is really busy but the lives of students are just as busy.
Where in our busy curriculum is the space for students to step back,
take a little bit of time and really think? Where is the space for them
to think about the big questions that they have? Why are we here?
Why did god allow my grandma to die? Why didn’t god stop the
suicide bomber? these are hard questions – but this is why re is
relevant.
Head of re, secondary, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester

6.

22

institutional worldviews remain interesting and important in their own
right, both in terms of the claims they make about reality, spirituality and
the nature of the good life, and in terms of their influence on politics,
society and culture as well as on individuals. it is also important to study
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the ways in which social and historical trends influence both institutional
and individual worldviews, and the way that these change over time and in
different contexts. this provides young people with knowledge of the
underlying principles that will help them understand a range of social
phenomena.
7.

it is important for young people to have the opportunity to explore these
worldviews from an impartial, broad and balanced perspective.

RE helps pupils understand political, social and cultural issues
8.

institutional religious and non-religious worldviews remain strongly
influential locally, nationally and globally. Without a good understanding
of these worldviews, it will be much harder for pupils to understand the
political, social and cultural issues that they face on a daily basis. We
discuss this further below in paragraphs 19–26.

RE helps pupils understand other academic disciplines
9.

the study of worldviews can be a gateway to a number of other
curriculum subjects and disciplines. the overall school curriculum in
england remains rooted in historical ideas of the liberal arts, of which
theology was the pinnacle. it is still the case that you cannot fully
understand literature, art, music, history or politics without some
understanding of the worldviews that underpin particular movements or
forms of expression. this is as true of references to muslim thought in
contemporary music such as grime and hip-hop as of references to the
Bible in paradise lost.

10.

Because worldviews are so complex and multifaceted, they call for
multidisciplinary approaches to studying them. this provides a rare
opportunity in the curriculum for young people to experience how
applying different disciplinary approaches to a phenomenon may
contribute to a richer and more complete understanding of that
phenomenon.

RE enables pupils to build transferable skills
11.

re provides key opportunities for pupils to build both specific and general
transferable skills. Some of these skills are essential to all academic
learning, such as critical thinking, imaginative empathy, creativity,
forming reasoned judgements based on sound evidence and argument,
being able to locate relevant data, and becoming aware of bias and
stereotype. others are more intrinsic to re, such as representing views
other than your own with respect and empathy, reflecting on your own
assumptions, using and understanding symbolic language, and using
technical terminology accurately.
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Summary
12.

re makes a distinctive contribution to the overall intellectual as well as
spiritual, moral, social and cultural (SmSC) development of children and
young people. it enables them to think through the fundamental
questions of being human. it helps them to understand a range of
responses to these questions, the bases for these responses and the way
that they influence, and are influenced by, individuals, communities and
societies. this in turn enables young people to think through their own
beliefs and be more thoughtful in their overall outlook.

13.

other curriculum subjects can and do contribute to pupils’ understanding
of worldviews, but only in re are worldviews studied holistically from
many perspectives. As the field is so wide-ranging and diverse it requires
specialist knowledge and skills. Both primary and secondary students
acknowledged the crucial role of specialist teaching in their oral evidence
to the Commission.

14.

there remains, therefore, a need for a discrete curriculum subject in which
these institutional worldviews can be explored and discussed on their
own terms, and in which pupils can be given the space to reflect on their
own developing individual worldviews.

re is essential for understanding the changing local, national and global
landscape
15.

As stated above, it is impossible to understand contemporary political,
social and cultural movements without understanding the worldviews
that underpin them. perhaps 30 years ago, it was frequently claimed that
religious worldviews, in particular, were becoming less and less relevant,
as religious affiliation declined in the uk and Western europe. However,
local, national and global events have reminded us that religious
institutions and religious affiliation remain highly relevant whether or not
we happen to be members of such institutions – indeed perhaps more so
in the last 30 years than in the 50 years that preceded them.

Understanding local and national trends

24

16.

locally, religion continues to play a role in shaping communities. the
extent to which individuals from different religious communities are able
to interact positively at local levels often depends on their ability to
understand and work with diversity. the response of local religious
institutions to major celebrations or in the aftermath of a crisis shows that
they continue to provide points of contact and connection for local
communities.

17.

Across england, and indeed the uk as a whole, the religious landscape has
changed significantly in the last 50 years. in 2016, 53% of the uk
population described itself as not having a religion, compared to 31% in
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1983.6 Amongst those aged between 15–24, just over 70% describe
themselves as not having a religion.7 religious diversity has also
increased, with fewer people identifying themselves as Anglican and
more identifying with other Christian denominations or other religions. 50
years ago, Judaism was the largest non-Christian religion, today it is
fourth behind islam, Hinduism and Sikhism.8
18.

religion continues to play a role in public discourse, both positively and
negatively. in Britain, as in many other places, there has been a rise in
extremist movements of various kinds, including those drawing upon
religious, ethnic and national symbols. Some would argue that ‘religion’
has become a ‘toxic brand’ associated with wars, terrorism, restrictions on
human freedom and untenable metaphysical claims, while others argue
for its continued positive value in an increasingly atomised, individualistic
and materialistic society. the reality is, of course, more complex than
either of these two positions, and religions and worldviews can have both
positive and ‘toxic’ impacts on individuals and communities, depending
on a whole combination of political, social, cultural and ideological
factors. it is therefore essential for young people to understand this.

19.

prejudice and discrimination against some worldviews and the
communities that belong to them appears to be increasing in the uk, in
particular islamophobia and anti-Semitism.9 At the same time, more
individuals and public commentators are making a concerted effort to
combat these prejudices in public discourse and to understand the
diversity within religious communities. this is a striking illustration of the
division and hatred that can result from a lack of understanding about
religions and how they work.

Understanding global trends
20.

globally, 84% of people describe themselves as religiously affiliated, while
16% do not. Christianity is the largest single religion at 31% and islam the
second largest at 24%. However, these statistics hide considerable
diversity of belief, practice and lifestyle within both Christianity and islam,
and indeed across all those who identify as religiously affiliated. in an
increasingly globalised world, pupils need to be able to appreciate the
breadth of religion and belief globally, and in particular diversity within
religions.10

6
7
8
9

NATCEN (2017). British Social Attitudes Survey.
http://www.natcen.ac.uk/media/1469605/BSA-religion.pdf
NATCEN (2017). British Social Attitudes Survey.
http://www.natcen.ac.uk/media/1469605/BSA-religion.pdf
Commission on Religion and Belief in Public Life (2015), Living with Difference.
http://www.woolf.cam.ac.uk/uploads/Living%20with%20Difference.pdf
See, for example, the London Mayor’s hate crime dashboard:
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/mayors-office-policing-and-crimemopac/data-and-statistics/crime%20/hate-crime-dashboard and the BBC ‘reality
check’ on Islamophobia: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-40346457/reality-checkis-islamophobia-on-the-rise
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21.

religion continues to play an important role in individual motivations and
communal decision-making. furthermore, geopolitical conflicts are
sometimes exacerbated by ethno-religious tensions. in an increasingly
globalised world, where many people have internationalised affiliations,
these tensions can affect relations between individuals and groups in the
uk.

Summary
22.

it is very difficult to understand these local, national and global issues
without an understanding of the different ways in which people believe
and belong, and of the impact of religious and non-religious worldviews
on individuals, communities and societies, both positively and negatively.
the young people that we spoke to understood this very clearly:
[re] can play a big role in defeating religious extremism in society –
as young people are being taught more about this and they can
understand the difference between truths and lies in religion.
Year 10 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester
[Studying re] helps us understand the context of world events and
what is right or wrong in the media and how to respond.
Year 9 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
York

‘a safe space to discuss difference’ – the contribution of religious education to
community relations
[Studying re] has helped me have more friends in school – there
are other faiths in school and my best friend is a muslim. We are
connected because we’ve got to understand each other’s faiths
through re.
Year 10 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester
23.

the phrase ‘a safe space to discuss difference,’ attributed by most to
robert Jackson of the Warwick religions and education research unit,11
was the most often quoted single phrase across the evidence gathering
sessions. teachers and subject experts alike turned to it to explain the
distinctive place of re in the curriculum. this is not ‘safe’ in the sense of
‘sanitised’ but rather a space where people can talk – agree and disagree –
freely about the contentious issues raised by worldviews.

10 Pew Research Forum (2017). The Changing Global Religious Landscape.
http://www.pewforum.org/2017/04/05/the-changing-global-religious-landscape/
11 Jackson, R (2014). Signposts: Policy and Practice for Teaching about Religions and
Nonreligious Worldviews in Intercultural Education. Published by the Council of
Europe.
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24.

Across the oral and written evidence submitted by teachers, re was
understood to play a key role in fostering positive community relations.
important and contentious issues could be discussed openly in re and the
reasons behind different opinions on key personal and social issues could
be explored. pupils also saw this as a key difference that studying re had
made to them:
We learn to accept differences in each other as understanding
breeds tolerance in our diverse communities. this allows us to
create a safe environment that benefits everyone.
Year 9 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
Birmingham
You learn to respect your peers. You learn about their religion,
rights and responsibilities – for example the 5 precepts of
Buddhism. You learn what they do and why they do it. You won’t
then isolate them or bully them because of their faith.
Year 10 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester

25.

large-scale research conducted by the Warwick Diversity project also
found that the study of religions had a positive effect on social cohesion.
the results of both qualitative and quantitative strands support
reDCo12 findings that studies of religious diversity in schools
contribute positively to social cohesion, while also fulfilling other
aims, such as contributing to students’ knowledge and
understanding, and to their personal development. Having
knowledge and understanding of religions was considered to be
important by young people both with and without a personal
religious stance (e.g.
Arweck 2016a; 2017a).

Having knowledge and understanding of
religions was considered to be important
by young people both with and without
a personal religious stance

Among the topics
explored in analysing the
quantitative data of the
Warwick Diversity project
was a study of young
people in england taking religious education at gCSe level, with
some comparisons with pupils not studying re to exam level. the
research confirms that studies of religions at examination level
contribute positively towards a harmonious climate in relation to
religious diversity (francis, penny and mckenna 2017).
Warwick religions And education research unit
(Wreru), written evidence submitted to the
Commission

12 ‘Religion in Education: A contribution to dialogue or a factor of conflict in transforming
societies of European Countries (REDCo)’ research project. See https://www2.warwick.
ac.uk/fac/soc/ces/research/wreru/research/completed/redco/ for more details.
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the contribution of religious literacy to social mobility
most occupations require a knowledge of religion – [for example]
doctors need to understand patients of different backgrounds.
Year 10 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester
26.

research conducted by Adam Dinham and martha Shaw found a
consensus among the employers that they consulted that learning about
religion and belief was essential to success in the workplace.
A very, very large number of beliefs are relevant to the workplace,
e.g. if you work in education or health sector, understanding about
religious beliefs in our society today is very important. the precise
utility of religious knowledge will vary by occupation, activity and
sector but there is no doubt that to a wide, wide range of sectors,
knowledge about religion and belief is very important. And to put
the contrary, not understanding about religious belief is a serious
weakness.
employer quoted in re for real report, 201513

27.

pupils who have a good understanding of religions and their impact on
individuals, communities and societies will be more employable than
those who display ignorance or prejudice. Where some pupils receive no
re, or poor quality re, this will put them at a disadvantage compared to
their peers who have a greater understanding of religions and worldviews
and their impact on public life.

28.

By way of an example, eY (formerly ernst and Young) launched a religious
literacy programme for organisations, in collaboration with Coexist
House. this illustrates their recognition that religious literacy –
understanding the diversity and influence of religious and non-religious
worldviews – is essential to the successful functioning of organisations.
As more evidence shows that recognizing religious diversity within
the workplace can improve recruitment, retention of employees
and team cohesion as well as maintaining an inclusive culture and
enhancing brand and reputation, organizations will increasingly
want to shift the dial on diversity.
press release announcing ernst and Young’s religious
literacy for organizations programme

29.

encountering worldviews other than that of one’s own background may
open up a wider range of options for pupils. reflecting on one’s own
worldview in the light of these encounters may also open up new options
and ways of thinking. this may, in turn, raise their aspirations and improve

13 Shaw, M & Dinham, A (2015). RE for REal: The future of teaching and learning about
religion and belief. Project report. Goldsmiths, University of London.
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their understanding and relationships with peers and future colleagues.
3.2 the legal and structural arrangements for religious education
the 1944 education act
30.

the history of re in schools in england has been shaped by what is often
known as the ‘dual system’ – the state funding of both schools of a
religious character and what used to be called ‘county’ or ‘community’
schools which have no affiliation to any religious denomination. Church
schools – Church of england, roman Catholic and others – predate the
establishment of state education, and began to receive state funding after
the 1902 education Act established local education Authorities in place
of school boards.

31.

Schools of a religious character were divided into ‘voluntary controlled’
and ‘voluntary aided’ schools in the 1944 education Act. Voluntary
controlled schools would have all costs met by the state, but have less
autonomy over the curriculum and staffing. in contrast, the ‘foundation’ or
‘trust’ that governed a voluntary aided school would be required to
contribute towards capital expenditure but would retain greater influence
in the governance and running of the school. All Catholic schools are
voluntary aided, whereas more than half of Church of england schools are
voluntary controlled. Some Church of england and Catholic schools have
now become academies.

32.

the 1944 education Act stated that ‘religious instruction shall be given in
every county school and every voluntary school’ (uk parliament,
education Act 1944, Section 25.2). religious instruction was the only
specific subject mentioned as compulsory under the 1944 education Act.
All other subjects were to be decided by the local authority in all schools
except voluntary aided secondary schools, where they were to be
decided by the school (Section 23.1-2).

33.

Deferring to the concerns of nonconformist Christians, it was also stated
in the Act that such religious instruction in county and voluntary
controlled schools ‘shall be given in accordance with an agreed syllabus
adopted for the school or for those pupils and shall not include any
catechism or formulary which is distinctive of any particular religious
denomination’ (uk parliament, 1944 Section 26). religious instruction in
voluntary aided schools was required to be ‘under the control of the
managers and governors of that school and… in accordance with any
provisions of the trust deed relating to that school’ (Section 27:1).

34.

the right of parents to withdraw their children from both collective
worship and religious instruction, as it was then conceived, dates from the
1870 education Act and was reinforced in the 1944 Act.

35.

the 1944 Act also established the provision for local determination of
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agreed syllabuses and SACres although at this point local authorities
were given the power to constitute SACres but not required to do so.
they were, however, required to convene Agreed Syllabus Conferences
(ASCs) and develop agreed syllabuses. the committee structure of
SACres was also established, and at this time ‘other denominations’ was
taken to refer only to other protestant Christian denominations.
the 1988 education reform act
36.

During the 1960s and 1970s, academic writing on religious education
began to engage with social changes, particularly secularisation and the
increasing religious diversity in society.14 ninian Smart’s ideas were
particularly influential at this time, and culminated in Working Paper 36 of
the Schools Council Secondary project on religious education in 1971.
this paper ‘advocated the “phenomenological” or undogmatic approach
to re which saw the subject as developing understanding of religions
without promoting any particular religious stance, a process drawing on
scholarly methods to generate empathy with those holding religious
worldviews.’ 15 Some schools and local authorities were already doing this
in practice, and it became increasingly popular following the publication
of the working paper.

37.

By the 1970s some local authorities had also started to interpret the
legislation on SACres and ASCs to include religions other than
Christianity within the committee structure.

38.

the 1988 education reform Act established a national Curriculum for the
first time. However, this national Curriculum did not include re, partly
because local determination was already well established, and partly also
because of the right of withdrawal. re was included as part of the basic
curriculum and together with the national Curriculum constituted what
was compulsory to be taught in schools.

39.

the 1988 Act included significant changes to the nature of re. these
changes reflected what was already going on in practice. first, ‘religious
instruction’ was changed to ‘religious education’ with the underlying
meaning that re was no longer about the transmission of religious beliefs
but about understanding religions and their impact on society.

40.

in addition, multi-faith re was enshrined in law for the first time, both in
terms of changes to the composition of SACres and in direct legislation
about the content of agreed syllabuses. the famous statement that
agreed syllabuses ‘shall reflect the fact that religious traditions in great
Britain are in the main Christian, whilst taking account of the teaching and

14 Jackson, R (2013) Religious education in England : the story to 2013. Pedagogiek:
Wetenschappelijk forum voor opvoeding, onderwijs en vorming, Volume 33 (Number
2). pp. 119-135. http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk/58637/
15 Jackson (2013) op. cit.
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practices of the other principal religions represented in great Britain’ (uk
parliament, education reform Act 1988, Section 8.3) was also enshrined in
law at this time and has remained a requirement ever since.
41.

the law relating to SACres and ASCs was also strengthened. the role of
SACres was enhanced and members of other religions were officially
included in SACre committees for the first time.

42.

the Act specified that voluntary aided schools could teach re in
accordance with their trust deed, while voluntary controlled and
community schools were required to teach re in accordance with their
locally agreed syllabus.

43.

re remained compulsory until the end of key Stage 5 in schools. it was not
compulsory for students over 16 in fe or Sixth form Colleges.

44.

the education Act of 1996 reinforced these changes.

non-statutory developments after 1988
45.

two non-statutory model syllabuses were developed in 1994, in
consultation with representative groups from the major religious
traditions present in great Britain and included in the curriculum. it was in
these model syllabuses that the two well-known attainment targets for re
based on the work of michael grimmitt, ‘learning about religion’ and
‘learning from religion’ were popularised, and these have since gained
wide currency.

46.

the qualifications and Curriculum Authority (qCA) published a nonstatutory national framework for re in 2004. this too gained wide
currency and was influential in the development of many locally agreed
syllabuses. the national framework referred explicitly to students having
the opportunity to study ‘secular philosophies such as humanism’ – again
a reference to a development that was already taking place in practice in
some schools and local authorities.

47.

re was not included in the Coalition government’s review of the national
Curriculum. the re Council therefore conducted a review of the subject in
2013. this set out both a curriculum framework to assist those writing re
syllabuses and a series of recommendations for improving re in the
future. the programmes of study developed mirrored the 2014 national
Curriculum.

the legal requirements for re in academies
48.

Academies and free schools are state-funded schools which are
independent of the local authority. they operate in accordance with a
funding agreement between the trust running the academy and the
Secretary of State for education. Academies do not need to follow the
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national Curriculum. Some academies are operated by religious
denominations and are therefore counted as ‘schools of a religious
character’. Where academies are operated by religious denominations,
their funding agreement usually acknowledges this in relation to their
provision of re, giving them the freedom to use a denominational re
syllabus, as in voluntary aided schools.
49.

funding agreements for other academies require them to provide re in
accordance with the requirements for agreed syllabuses – i.e. that it must
reflect that religious traditions in great Britain are in the main Christian
whilst taking account of the other principal religions represented in great
Britain. they do not require academies to follow the locally agreed
syllabus in their local authority.

gcse and a-level religious studies
50.

new content for gCSe and A-level religious Studies was developed in
2015 for first teaching in 2016 and first examination in 2018. the gCSe
content required pupils to study two religions and sought to respond to
criticisms of ‘current practice whereby students are rewarded for
engaging in topical debates with virtually no understanding of religious
teachings, beliefs or texts’.16 Humanism was not included as an option in
the ‘two religions’ papers but non-religious perspectives were taken into
account in the philosophical and ethical sections.

implications
51.

the legal and structural arrangements for re are a key consideration for
the Commission because they impact on the delivery of the subject.
Commissioners have to consider whether the statutory requirements are
still fit for purpose and provide an effective basis for securing high quality
re.

52.

A key issue is whether the statutory position of re has kept pace with
wider changes both within the world of educational policy and practice
and in relation to the changing nature of religion in the 21st Century. We
review this below in the section on Religious Education in 2017 – the main
challenges. in particular, we explore whether the checks and balances in
the original legislation still apply in a context where local authorities no
longer have responsibility for many schools and find it difficult to sustain
the support for re that they are legally required to provide.

53.

Specifically, the Commission has identified the following aspects of the
current legal arrangements which we believe require attention:
a. the principle that ‘in all maintained schools re must be taught according

16 Department for Education (2015). Reformed GCSE and A-level subject content,
consultation response, February 2015, p.23.
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to either the locally agreed syllabus or in accordance with the school’s
designated religion or religious denomination, or in certain cases the
trust deed relating to the school’ and whether this should be revised to
include some form of statutory statement of entitlement agreed at a
national level to apply equally to all schools within the state sector.
b. the requirement that re in agreed syllabuses must ‘reflect the fact that
the religious traditions of great Britain are in the main Christian whilst
taking account of the teaching and practices of the other principal
religions represented in great Britain.'17
c. the principle of local determination in the production of agreed
syllabuses and whether the statutory responsibilities of ASCs should be
transferred elsewhere.
d. the age range and key stages of schooling at which re should be a
statutory requirement.
e. the future of SACres and the appropriateness of the current
arrangements for membership, structure and responsibilities.
f. How re should be inspected and how schools should be held to
account for the provision and quality of re.
g. Whether the right of withdrawal as it applies to both parents and
teachers is still fit for purpose.
54.

this report sets out our initial thoughts on most of these areas and we intend
to consult on all of the above aspects of the current legal arrangements.

3.3 religious education in 2017 – key strengths
55.

At its best, religious education in england is highly regarded across the
world. it is a beacon for multi-faith inclusive re with a focus on enabling
students to understand and respond to the complex world of religion,
belief and identity. the uk has nearly 50 years of experience in teaching
multi-faith religious education, going back to the first Shap conference in
196919 and the Schools Council Working paper 36 in 1971. internationally,
only Sweden has as long a history of this kind of re.

56.

When re is taught well, it is highly valued by students, as their comments
from our evidence gathering sessions make clear. other evidence,
including the re for real report, shows that re is valued by teachers,
employers and parents.19

17 UK Parliament, Education Act 1996, Section 375.2.
18 The Shap working party on World Religions in Education
http://www.shapworkingparty.org.uk
19 Shaw, M & Dinham, A (2015). RE for REal: The future of teaching and learning about
religion and belief. Project report. Goldsmiths, University of London.
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i took rS (at gCSe) because i want to be informed about others’
beliefs, so i don’t become ignorant or prejudiced. i found the
historical side of re appealing as i could see how the Abrahamic
faiths tie together. it’s important if you want to do something that
involves talking with or being with other people. i would like to do
geography or politics later on – re is a valuable skill to have
because you need to connect with people in different ways.
Year 10 pupil, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, Birmingham
57.

the main strengths of re in 2017 seem to be:
a. the passion and commitment of teachers and school leaders
b. High take-up of accredited courses at secondary level
c. emerging grassroots re networks for professionals
d. the integration of faith communities and lived experience into the
curriculum.

the passion and commitment of teachers and some school leaders
58.

nothing makes more difference to the attainment and progress of pupils
than good teachers and teaching,20 and we were impressed by the
passion and commitment of those teachers who contributed written and
oral evidence to the Commission.

59.

the teachers who contributed written and oral evidence also cited the
important role of school leaders in establishing and communicating the
status of re. the support of school leaders was also identified as a key
enabler of good re in the 2013 ofsted report21 and the 2014 Making a
Difference review of re in Church of england schools.22 re thrived where
it was supported by school leaders and governors. in primary schools, this
might include employing a specialist re teacher. in secondary schools, it
included protecting curriculum time and specialist subject teaching and
leadership, as well as decisions about examination entries.

20 Department for Education, (2011) The Importance of Teaching. White paper. See also
Hattie, J. (2008). Visible learning: A synthesis of over 800 meta-analyses relating to
achievement. Routledge.
21 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
22 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference: a review of Religious Education in Church of England schools.
https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2076944/making%20a%20difference%20
a%20review%20of%20religious%20education%20in%20church%20of%20england%2
0schools.pdf
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Headteachers and senior leaders are crucial to high quality learning
and teaching in schools. their vision of excellence for all is shown by
the way they appoint quality staff, value well being, staff training
and support a balanced curriculum. Where re is excellent, the head
and senior leaders value the subject, support CpD, school visits and
visitors, fund the subject fairly and have clear and supportive
assessment and marking policies. excellent re coordinators and
heads of department have high standards of themselves including
the management of classroom behaviour and learning and teaching.
Jane Chipperton, written evidence submitted to the
Commission
60.

previous ofsted reports have identified outstanding practice in some
schools,23 where enquiry was embedded in the curriculum and where
teachers were able to direct investigation into the lived experience of
religion and connect this to pupils’ own questions and beliefs.

61.

We continue to be impressed by the commitment of teachers to
developing their own subject knowledge and that of non-specialist
colleagues. We discuss this further in paragraphs 67–72.

62.

‘passionate teachers create passionate pupils,’ as one teacher told us in
her oral evidence. this was clear from the pupils’ comments in the oral
evidence.

high take up of accredited courses at secondary level
63.

the high proportion of pupils sitting for, and passing, public examinations
in religious Studies is testament to its popularity. At its height in 2011, over
400,000 pupils – nearly two thirds of the total cohort – entered for gCSe
religious Studies (rS). even with the steep decline in gCSe Short Course
entries following their exclusion from performance measures, around half
the cohort still takes gCSe religious Studies, with 293,691 taking gCSe
(full and Short Course) in 2017. Allowing for the fact that many schools
made gCSe full Course or Short Course compulsory, these figures still
show that it is a popular subject.24

64.

rS A level entries also rose dramatically – by 96% – during the period
2002/3 to 2013/14, with small but steady increases since then until this
year. in 2017 just over 22,000 pupils entered for religious Studies A level –
a slight drop of 3.6% from 2016 but still almost twice as many as entered in
2002.25

65.

rS A level remains popular with top universities, despite not being

23 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
24 JCQ, GCSE examination entries. https://www.jcq.org.uk/
25 JCQ, A-level examination entries. https://www.jcq.org.uk/
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included on the list of ‘facilitating subjects’ due to the small number of
courses which specifically require it. the russell group of top universities
has made it clear that rS A- level provides ‘suitable preparation for
university generally’,26 and both oxford and Cambridge university
include rS in the top level list of ‘generally suitable Arts A levels’.
66.

By way of illustration, almost 21% of students admitted to oxford
university to study english and 13.5% admitted to study History in 2015
had an rS A level. this is more than those with economics, physics and
Business Studies A levels. 11% of those admitted to study ppe had an rS A
level.27

grass-roots networks bringing professionals together
67.

Some of the teachers who participated in the oral evidence gathering
sessions were members of local grass-roots networks such as the national
Association of teachers of re (nAtre) hubs or learn teach lead re
(ltlre). these networks bring together primary and secondary teachers,
university lecturers, professional advisers (employed by the lA or the
Church of england diocese, or freelance members of professional
associations), subject experts and SACre members to improve the
quality of teaching in re. they do not yet cover every locality in england,
so access to them remains patchy, but they are a promising vehicle for
improving re across the nation if they can be expanded and sustained.

68.

these networks have become increasingly popular and widespread in the
last five years, reflecting changes to the provision of CpD in an
increasingly school-led system as well as the possibilities of technology
and social media to bring people together. in a short time, they have had a
positive impact on the quality of teaching and subject leadership in
schools. they have proven to be excellent examples of what is possible in
a school-led system.

69.

While many re networks are made up of teachers working together
without any external support, others rely crucially on the contributions
made by professional advisers and Higher education institutions (Heis).
the thriving community of professional associations in re provides
essential support to many grass-roots networks. these associations
include: the Association of re inspectors, Advisers and Consultants
(AreiAC), the Association for university lecturers in religion and

26 http://russellgroup.ac.uk/media/5457/informed-choices-2016.pdf page 29. The text
reads
“There are some advanced level subjects which provide suitable preparation for entry
to university generally, but which we do not include within the facilitating subjects,
because there are relatively few degree programmes where an advanced level
qualification in these subjects would be a requirement for entry. Examples of such
subjects include Economics, Religious Studies and Welsh.”
27 Deborah Weston, oral evidence submitted to the Commission, London (based on FOI
requests).
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education (Aulre), the national Association of SACres (nASACre), the
national Association of teachers of religious education (nAtre), and
the re Council (reC).
70.

in addition, some of these networks have relied on charitable funding in
order to exist. those that do not have charitable funding operate on no
budget and rely on the goodwill of teachers. re is in a fortunate position in
that charitable organisations do exist with a remit to fund professional
development and subject knowledge enhancement in re, but such
funding does tend to be short-term and the resulting networks therefore
precarious.

71.

the high levels of membership in subject networks and in other re
professional associations reflects the commitment of teachers to their
own subject knowledge development, both through these networks and
through other forms of CpD provision such as university study days and
the long-standing farmington Scholarships.28

72.

the re quality mark (reqm)29 has also been an important vehicle for
professional development for those schools that have chosen to pursue it.
funded by a range of charitable donations and supported by the re
Council, it is another important example of school-led professional
development. Since it began in 2012, over 400 schools have been
awarded the reqm, the majority of these at gold level. it both showcases
good practice and provides an important tool for further development.
the process has challenged us further; we have already put in place
a number of new ideas, such as the pupils planning and even
teaching lessons. We have also renewed some ideas which had
been allowed to slip for a year or two, such as developing closer
community links and there are some exciting things happening as a
result. You have made us take a fresh look at ourselves, through a
different lens. Although we have gained a gold award, the criteria
still provide lots of creative pointers to move ourselves forward
even further.
Comment from a school holding the reqm gold Award30

the role of faith communities and lived experience
73.

re is distinctive among subjects in that one of the objects of study is
‘living, breathing communities’.31 these communities may be local,
national and/or international, they may be influential in the immediate
vicinity of the school and children in that school may belong to some of
them. the active role played by these communities in the support and

28
29
30
31

http://www.farmington.ac.uk/index.php/farmington-scholarships/
http://reqm.org/
http://reqm.org/
Ed Pawson, oral evidence submitted to the Commission, Exeter.
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delivery of religious education is vital to high quality re, particularly as
one goal of re is to understand the lived experience of individuals and
communities which identify with particular (religious or non-religious)
worldviews.
teachers and students want to know how it [religion] works in
practice, how it affects how we live. that has been the secret of my
success to date. At the end of one session a primary school teacher
said, ‘i feel that i have just visited your house’.
Jeremy michelson, written evidence submitted to the
Commission
much evidence from the Warwick Diversity project and other Wreru
projects supports the view that the more people are exposed to ‘the
other’, the more they are able to relate to the other and the better
equipped they are to deal with religious and cultural
difference/situations/ environments. thus, in religiously and
ethnically diverse areas, re (and school ethos) makes a major
contribution to ‘celebrating’ this diversity and facilitating contact and
dialogue among pupils from different backgrounds. in religiously and
ethnically non-diverse areas, re (and school ethos) can make a major
contribution through the organisation of visits to religious
communities, inviting outside speakers from religious or worldview
communities into the school to help young people encounter and
experience ‘the other’, and facilitating links between students and
staff in different types of school (e.g. Arweck 2016, 2017c; mckenna,
ipgrave and Jackson 2008; Jackson 2014) and thus combat
preconceived ideas and stereotypes.
Warwick religions And education research unit
(Wreru), written evidence submitted to the
Commission
74.

in both written and oral evidence, mention has been made of the ways in
which visits and visitors enhance the pupil experience in re at all levels.
When both visitors and teachers are well-briefed, and the learning goals
are clear, visits and visitors can be extremely powerful. they provide
opportunities to explore how worldviews are lived out in practice and how
individuals negotiate their relationship with religious or non-religious
institutions. there is also evidence of good practice in some SACres who
train faith community members to host visits to places of worship or to
visit schools. We seek further evidence on this in preparation for the final
report.

75.

the Making a Difference review of re in Church of england schools
identified this interaction with members of different communities as a key
enabler of effective re:
A high quality enrichment programme to support learning in re –
for example, one [primary] school had carefully audited local
resources to support the pupils’ learning. these included a local
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Cathedral schools festival; opportunities for some Jewish parents to
talk to the children; inviting the muslim children in the school to
share their faith with others; fieldwork visits to a local mosque; and,
using the local vicar to introduce topics on marriage and baptism. A
key to the success was the careful integration of the fieldwork and
visitors into the pupils’ learning.32
3.4 religious education in 2017 – the main challenges
76.

Despite these strengths, which must be preserved, re is facing serious
challenges. our oral evidence gathering found real concern about the
future of the subject and evidence that it was being squeezed out in some
schools, potentially damaging the overall education of pupils in those
schools. these challenges are partly the result of long-standing systemic
neglect and partly the result of more recent policy changes. the All party
parliamentary group (Appg) on re concluded in 2013 that re had been
the ‘unintended victim of a combination of major policy changes’. four
years have not reversed that trend, and indeed have exacerbated it, a
message strongly reinforced by teachers and students on the ground
during our evidence gathering.
…the combined impact of so many severe setbacks in such a short
time has been to convey the message that, even though it is a
statutory subject, re is of less value than other subjects.33

77.

the main challenges to re in 2017 are:
a. inequitable provision of religious education across different school
types
b. Challenges to the structures which support and resource re
c. Variable standards with persistent low standards in some schools
d. lack of confidence among teachers
e. Confusion and disagreement over purposes.

inequitable provision of religious education across different school types
78.

there is a statutory entitlement to re. However, this is not being delivered
equitably across all schools. this has partly been a result of the unintended
consequences of policy changes over the last five years, as michael gove
acknowledged during his tenure as Secretary of State for education:

32 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference, op.cit.
33 The All Party Parliamentary Group on Education (2013). RE: the truth unmasked – the
supply of and support for religious education teachers, Religious Education Council of
England and Wales.
http://www.mmiweb.org.uk/publications/re/APPG_RETruthUnmasked.pdf
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“i think, if i’m being honest, over the last three years i’ve thought,
‘Well that’s [the statutory nature of re] protection enough’, and
therefore i’ve concentrated on other areas. therefore, i think that
re has suffered as a result of my belief that the protection of it was
sufficient and i don’t think that i’ve done enough.”
michael gove, comments made to a Church of england
seminar. 201334
79.

thousands of secondary students – in around 26% of all state-funded
schools35 – are not receiving their entitlement to statutory re as part of a
broad and balanced curriculum. these students are being disadvantaged
in terms of their preparedness for life in modern Britain and in our
globalised world. they will not develop the necessary understanding of
religions and worldviews which will prepare them for the workplace and

Figure 1: Curriculum time for RE in secondary schools 36
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for responsible citizenship. this is ultimately an equity issue – some
students do not have the opportunity to develop their knowledge and
understanding of religious and non-religious worldviews while others do.
Schools of a religious character teach more re than schools without a
religious character.
80.

there is a widening disparity of provision of re in both primary and
secondary schools, as a consequence of policy change since 2010. the
reC/nAtre/re today ‘State of the nation’ report (2017) highlights the
inequity of provision at key Stage 3 and key Stage 4. the type of school
that students attend affects whether or not they receive any teaching of re
and, if so, how much. this can be clearly seen from an analysis of school
workforce data at key Stage 4. A similar pattern applies at key Stage 3.

81.

We have less robust data for primary schools, as the data comes from a
nAtre survey which was filled in by interested teachers, rather than the
school workforce data. respondents to the nAtre survey were generally
teachers responsible for re, and are likely to be those with a personal

Figure 2: Curriculum time for RE in primary schools37
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34 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/educationnews/10159937/Michael-Govequality-of-religious-education-has-dropped.html
35 RE Council & National Association of Teachers of RE (2017, forthcoming) The State of
the Nation.
36 Analysis of school workforce data from RE Council & National Association of Teachers
of RE (2017, forthcoming) The State of the Nation.
37 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/an-analysis-of-the-provision-for-re-inprimary-schools/
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interest, and in schools where there is some resource for re. However, the
data we do have from primary schools shows that there are still
differences in curriculum time for re between schools of a religious
character and those without a religious character.
82.

patterns of gCSe entry also show clear disparities between schools of a
religious character and schools without a religious character. 14% of
academies without a religious character entered no pupils for gCSe
religious Studies in 2016, compared to nearly 10% of schools following a
locally agreed syllabus and just over 2% of schools with a religious
character.38

83.

this inequality extends to almost all aspects of re, including the provision
of CpD, the number of lessons taught by teachers with other specialisms,
the subject expertise of subject leaders in primary schools, and the
provision of professional advice and consultancy. for example, almost
twice as many primary teachers in schools without a religious character
had received no CpD in the past year (32%) as those in schools with a
religious character (18%).39

Why this disparity is dangerous
84.

the disparity between different types of school reinforces perceptions
that religions and worldviews are only interesting to their adherents and
that the goal of re is to make students more religious. the evidence
received by the Commission consistently opposes this view of re, as do
the Commissioners.

85.

We are concerned that, if disparities continue to widen, as seems likely if
nothing is done, then there will come a time when the only schools that
offer re are schools of a religious character. for a country whose
commitment to multi-faith re for all is admired around the world, that
would be a dire state of affairs. As society has changed and religious
literacy has become ever more important the lack of provision for re in
some schools is dangerous.

Reasons for the disparity between different types of schools
86.

this state of affairs is partly created by the large number of schools
converting to Academy status. the provision for re in academies is
included in their funding agreement and the default is that they must
provide re in line with the guidance for agreed syllabuses, but they need
not follow their locally agreed syllabus. this leads to considerable

38 RE Council & National Association of Teachers of RE (2017, forthcoming) The State of
the Nation.
39 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/an-analysis-of-the-provision-for-re-inprimary-schools/
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variability of provision in academies without a religious character, with
some developing their own syllabus, some using their own or another
locally agreed syllabus, and others not providing re at all, as can be seen
from the data above.
87.

Some of this inequality in provision at key Stage 3 and 4 is a result of
changes to school performance measures. With Short Course gCSe no
longer counting in school performance measures and full Course not
included in the eBacc, school leaders are driven to make decisions to
prioritise subjects that are counted in performance measures, with the
unintended consequence that re is further marginalised.

88.

the non-inclusion of re in the eBacc was cited by teachers as both
evidence of an existing low profile for re, and contributing to further
decline in the profile and status of re.
the pupils who want to study gCSe full course have been told they
must choose the eBacc subjects [instead] because that’s marked as
a prestige pathway. [the exclusion of re from the eBacc] redefines
the subject in some pupils’ eyes, and it’s hard to win them over for
Short Course gCSe.
teacher of re in a secondary school, oral evidence
submitted to the Commission, York

89.

in some schools, gCSe full Course was being taught in an hour a week,
less than half the recommended time, as was mentioned several times in
oral and written evidence. As one teacher who contributed oral evidence
put it, this led to ‘superficial’ teaching and ‘misrepresentation of the
complexity of religions’.40 Some schools of a religious character also
taught gCSe full Course in less time than was allocated for other subjects,
as mentioned in the Making a Difference review41.

90.

the lack of curriculum time at key Stage 3 and key Stage 4 contributed to
poorer quality teaching and learning, as pointed out in the 2013 ofsted
report:
the provision made for gCSe in the majority of the secondary
schools surveyed failed to provide enough curriculum time for
pupils to extend and deepen their learning sufficiently.42

40 Head of RE, secondary school, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
Birmingham.
41 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference: a review of Religious Education in Church of England schools.
https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2076944/making%20a%20difference%20
a%20review%20of%20religious%20education%20in%20church%20of%20england%2
0schools.pdf
42 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
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91.

perhaps one of the reasons for the extreme variability of provision is that
some school leaders at both primary and secondary do not understand
the value of re. While many of the teachers who contributed evidence
were in schools where re was explicitly valued by school leaders, this was
not the case for all teachers.
my own experience is of a Head teacher who decided to cut re to
once a fortnight for Year 10s. Why? it became evident when he
observed one of my lessons and at the end said: “Well, James i
didn’t know re could be taught well until today!”– he saw no value
in the subject, only following the lesson and outcry from parents
and pupils did he back down.
Dr James Holt, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester

Summary
92.

We see these disparities in provision as an issue of injustice and inequality.
All students should have the opportunity to develop their knowledge and
understanding of religious and non-religious worldviews in order to
participate fully as citizens in an increasingly globalised world.

93.

this inequality of provision is the main driving force behind our
recommendations. religious education matters for all students and our
recommendations are intended to secure high quality re for all students
in all settings.

challenges to the structures which support re at local level
SACREs have less capacity to support schools
94.

Academisation has also significantly reduced local authority (lA)
capacity. this has meant that some authorities have become unable to
resource SACres appropriately. We do not yet have evidence on the full
scale of the problem but we do know that some SACres have as little as
two days per annum of time from paid advisers, and that these SACres
are therefore far less able to support schools. the 2013 Appg report found
that:
the ability of SACres to provide support for teachers at a local
level has been dramatically reduced by local authority funding
decisions and the impact of the academisation programme.43

95.

in the four years since the 2013 Appg report, the rate of conversion to

43 The All-Party Parliamentary Group on Education (2013). RE: the truth unmasked – the
supply of and support for religious education teachers, Religious Education Council of
England and Wales.
http://www.mmiweb.org.uk/publications/re/APPG_RETruthUnmasked.pdf
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Academy status has increased, with a corresponding loss of local
authority and SACre capacity. Changes to the structures supporting re
have not kept pace with changes in the wider education system.
96.

SACres are therefore less able to support and advise schools, which may
also be a contributing factor to the lack of provision referenced above.
i represent the Jewish community on Salford SACre. on the SACre
there are many motivated and well-meaning people who are
anxious to see that re is well taught. they see re as important in
itself and as a means of promoting greater tolerance and social
Cohesion. However, the loss of an re adviser and the limited local
authority support has severely curtailed what the SACre is able to
achieve.
Jeremy michelson, written evidence submitted to the
Commission.
the reduced capacity of SACres was reflected in the increasing
difficulties faced by many of the schools visited in obtaining
guidance and support from their SACre. Schools in a number of
local authorities reported that they had had no support or guidance
for implementing their new agreed syllabus.44

SACREs are less able to monitor RE provision
97.

SACres are also less able to monitor re provision in schools that are not
under local authority control. the evidence below from Cornwall SACre
illustrates the main issues.
most of its secondary schools and half its primary schools no longer
have to teach the Cornwall locally agreed syllabus, and the SACre
has no way of knowing which ones do.
SACre has no re adviser, and support from the lA extends to a
small budget only, with no executive or specialist re support for its
use, preparation of reports and action plan. SACre’s development
plan of 2015 has not been actioned.
SACre has not received a report on the quality of re in its schools
for three years.
John keast on behalf of Cornwall SACre, oral evidence
presented to the Commission in exeter

98.

SACres have found it increasingly difficult to monitor the provision and
quality of re across all schools.
many SACres highlighted the damaging impact of cuts to lA
funding and/or re Advisor expertise, on their ability to deliver this
statutory duty at the levels possible previously. in contrast, well-

44 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
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funded SACres listed a range of monitoring visits and activities.
Another barrier identified was the sense of re competing with core
accountability subjects, leading to a reluctance of some schools in
certain areas to engage with re monitoring initiatives. SACres
described being discouraged by those schools from organising
SACre observer visits as well as receiving no response when
sending out monitoring forms. SACres expressed a wish for ofsted
to ensure formal monitoring, enabling SACres to follow up and
support the subject.
nASACre, written evidence submitted to the
Commission following their Agm in 2017
A number of SACres felt that their ability to monitor effectively
was hampered by a number of factors, including the power to
require schools to change bad, or non-compliant practice and a lack
of resource to carry out as much monitoring activity as the SACre
would like to.
nASACre, written evidence submitted to the
Commission following a survey of members
Locally agreed syllabuses are of variable quality
99.

the quality of locally agreed syllabuses and SACre support for schools
has long been variable, and has depended on local decisions about
SACre capacity and resourcing. the Commission is seeking further
evidence on the variable quality of agreed syllabuses. At this stage, it can
be noted that while some locally agreed syllabuses are excellent, others
are not as helpful for schools as they might be. they may lack clear
guidance on progression, and do not always provide what schools need to
help them with curriculum planning.45 in addition, agreed syllabuses have
not always kept pace with ‘life after levels’ and changes to assessment,
particularly at key Stage 2. this has led to some schools retaining the 8level scale for re, while the rest of the school has moved to new models.

Summary
100.

Academisation has led to greater freedoms for schools, and in some
schools this freedom to innovate has been very positive for re. However,
the legal settlement for re has not kept pace with these changes and
needs to be adapted to fit the post-academisation educational landscape.
the Commission’s proposals directly tackle this challenge.

101.

the loss of funding for SACres, due to academisation and local authority
funding cuts, has made it much more difficult for them to carry out their

45 Ofsted (2004). An evaluation of the work of Standing Advisory Councils for Religious
Education.
http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/5181/1/An%20evaluation%20of%20the%20work%20of%20Stan
ding%20Advisory%20Councils%20for%20Religious%20Education%20%28PDF%20fo
rmat%29.pdf
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statutory duty to monitor and support re.
variable standards with persistent low standards in many schools
102.

Achievement and progress in re were less than good in just under half of
secondary schools, and in 6 out of 10 primary schools observed by
ofsted.46 in Making a Difference, a review of standards in re in Church of
england schools, the reviewers found that re was good or better in 70%
of secondary schools, but only 40% of primary schools.47 poor standards
at primary level are therefore prevalent across different school types. We
do not have evidence on standards in Catholic schools and hope to be
able to obtain this evidence before the final report.

103.

Where re was good or better, this was a result of strong support for re
from senior leadership and governors, effective training and good subject
knowledge on the part of teachers.

104.

poor standards are a result of a number of important factors, including:
a. lack of confidence on the part of teachers
b. inadequate initial teacher training and CpD
c. the high proportion of lessons taught by non-specialists at Secondary
and non-teachers at primary
d. possible lack of clarity over purpose.

lack of confidence among teachers, especially at primary
Many teachers do not feel confident to teach RE
105.

According to the Appg report The Truth Unmasked, half of all primary
teachers did not feel confident to teach re. the 2016 nAtre primary
survey found that a quarter of teachers that it surveyed did not feel
confident to teach re, but their sample was predominantly subject
leaders, whom you would expect to feel more confident. in contrast, the
nAtre survey respondents reported that only just under 5% of their
colleagues feel very confident about how to teach re and 8.5% about
what to teach. the main causes of lack of confidence were inadequate
training and lack of subject knowledge.48

46 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
47 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference: a review of Religious Education in Church of England schools.
https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2076944/making%20a%20difference%20
a%20review%20of%20religious%20education%20in%20church%20of%20england%2
0schools.pdf
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locally, many of our teachers feel that their own religious literacy is
poor and they are particularly worried about teaching a subject
about which they are not confident when they feel they may cause
offence if they ‘get it wrong’.
gillian georgiou; kathryn Wright; olivia Seymour; Jane
Chipperton, written evidence submitted to the
Commission
106.

the Making a Difference review found that many teachers in Church of
england primary schools also lacked confidence in teaching re, and that,
as a result, pupils' learning was superficial.49

Many RE teachers receive little or no training
107.

At primary level, the 2016 nAtre survey reports that more than 1 in 4
respondents received no CpD in re and 60% received less than one day in
the previous year.

108.

over 60% of recently qualified primary teachers who responded to the
nAtre survey had had 0-3 hours of training at ite (over a 1-year pgCe or
Schools Direct programme), compared to 20% of those who trained more
than 11 years ago. the oral evidence has also stated that with so few
schools offering good re, it is difficult to find school placements with high
quality re teaching for all primary trainee teachers.50

Many RE teachers do not have relevant qualifications
109.

in 50% of primary schools that responded to the 2016 primary nAtre
survey, some re is being delivered by a higher level teaching assistant
(HltA). in 1 in 10 schools between 25% and 50% of re is delivered in this
way.51

110.

At secondary level, about twice as many teachers of re (56%) as History
(27.6%) have no relevant post A-level qualification. Almost two and a half
times as many lessons in re (27.2%) as History (11%) are taught by a
teacher with no relevant post A-level qualification.52 the 2013 ofsted
report referred to this as one of the reasons why re was good or better in
only just over half of the schools observed, as compared to 71% in the

48 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
www.natre.org.uk%2Fuploads%2FAdditional%2520Documents%2FNATRE%2520Prim
ary%2520Survey%25202016%2520final.docx&usg=AFQjCNFDWLUicovE8L0QEgZiiu
HF7fFcAA
49 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference: a review of Religious Education in Church of England schools.
https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2076944/making%20a%20difference%20
a%20review%20of%20religious%20education%20in%20church%20of%20england%2
0schools.pdf
50 NATRE, ibid.
51 NATRE, ibid.
52 Deborah Weston, oral evidence submitted to the Commission, London.
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most recent report on History (2011).
111.

this is partly because non-specialist teachers may lack the nuanced
subject knowledge required to correct pupil misconceptions (ofsted
2013) or to respond accurately to questions. it also places an excessive
burden on re subject leaders who have to manage large numbers of nonspecialist teachers, often each only teaching one or two lessons a week.

112.

the shortage of specialist re teachers at secondary is a result of various
policy changes, including:
a. lower bursaries for applicants for teacher training, compared to other
shortage subjects such as geography. Applicants for re with a first
class honours degree receive a bursary of £9,000 compared to
£25,000 for geography.
b. the removal of funding for Subject knowledge enhancement (Ske)
courses53 in re, where this continues to exist for other shortage subjects.

is there a confusion over purposes?
113.

previous reports on re, including ofsted reports, have cited a ‘confusion
over purposes’ as one of the reasons why teaching and learning is less
than good in so many schools. the most recent ofsted report identified a
number of consequences of this confusion:
the confusion about the purpose of re is exemplified in a number
of ways.
a. many primary teachers, including subject leaders, were finding it
difficult to separate re from the more general, whole-school
promotion of spiritual, moral, social and cultural development.
b. many schools showed a strong tendency to detach learning in re
from the more in-depth study of religion and belief. too often
teachers thought they could bring depth to the pupils’ learning
by inviting them to reflect on or write introspectively about their
own experience rather than rigorously investigate and evaluate
religion and belief.
c. in the primary schools visited, considerable weaknesses in
teaching about Christianity frequently stemmed from a lack of
clarity about the purpose of the subject. for example, Christian
stories, particularly miracles, were often used to encourage pupils
to reflect on their own experience without any opportunity to
investigate the stories’ significance within the religion itself.
d. much gCSe and, increasingly, key Stage 3 work, focused primarily
on the study of philosophical, moral and social issues. the work

53 Subject Knowledge Enhancement courses of 12 or 28 weeks are offered to those
preparing to train to teach at secondary. They can be offered in online, blended or face
to face formats. They are fully funded and students are also given a bursary.
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114.

lacked any significant development of pupils’ understanding of
religion and belief – and frequently distorted it. 54
the Making a Difference review found evidence of confusion over
purposes in primary Church of england schools, whereas secondary
schools had much greater clarity of purpose.
there was a significant lack of clarity about the purpose and place
of re within the life of a Church school – often teachers confused
developing pupils’ moral awareness with the educational goals of
re as a curriculum subject.55

115.

the written and oral evidence submitted to us shows evidence for a
diversity of purposes, though more consensus than one would expect,
and not necessarily confusion. this range of purposes can be broadly
divided into two categories: learning about others’ worldviews, and
sorting out one’s own. Because worldviews are complex and multifaceted,
it is to be expected that re will have a variety of purposes. it will need to
explore the truth-claims of different worldviews, their impact on society
and on individuals, the role of historical events in shaping them, and
pupils’ own responses to them.

116.

there has been some disagreement among teachers and subject experts
about whether this range of purposes is a problem. Some have argued
that comparable subjects, such as History or english, have a similar range
and similar debates. Some have also argued that this variety of purposes
is a strength, rather than a weakness.

117.

the Commission presents a renewed vision for re, which does justice to
the diversity of purposes and the complexity of the subject matter while
clarifying confusion and limiting the boundaries of acceptable diversity of
purposes. this can be found in paragraphs 118-119. We are aware that we
need to discuss further the relationship between school type (particularly
whether or not the school is of a religious character) and the purposes of
re, and we will address this over the next year in preparation for the final
report.

3.5 opportunities for a renewed vision and structure
118.

As academisation gathers pace and as schools come under increasing
accountability pressures, there is an urgent need for a renewed vision for
re and for the structures that support it to be reviewed and adapted. this
vision also responds to the changing religious and socio-political

54 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
55 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference: a review of Religious Education in Church of England schools.
https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2076944/making%20a%20difference%20
a%20review%20of%20religious%20education%20in%20church%20of%20england%2
0schools.pdf
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landscape in Britain and the wider world today. the Commission’s
proposals in the rest of this report are the starting point for this renewed
vision and structure. they are still consultative at this stage and we would
like this document to be part of an ongoing conversation to ensure that
the Commission’s final recommendations are as effective as possible.

a vision for re
119.

reflecting on the reasons why re matters, the current
strengths and challenges, and the needs of the population
as local, national and global citizens, the Commission’s
vision for re is as follows:
a. every child is entitled to good re and every school
provides good re. good re is defined as re which
enables pupils to:
i. engage with lived experience and the diversity of
religious and non-religious worldviews in order to
become a global citizen
ii. explore the varied ways that people live, believe,
behave and belong
iii. understand how worldviews work, and their impact on
individuals, communities and society
iv. Consider and reflect on their own individual worldview
in response to others’ individual and institutional
worldviews.
b. re is considered as an academic subject in its own right. it
does develop skills and character, as all school subjects
do, but its primary purpose is educational.
c. All teachers have access to good initial training and
continuing professional development, engaging with
research on religions and worldviews in order to keep
their subject knowledge up to date.
d. re is valued and supported by all school leaders, who
recognise the vital contribution that it makes to pupils’
development, and this is recognised in school
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performance measures and through holding schools to
account via inspection.
e. faith communities and communities affiliated with nonreligious worldviews continue to support re in schools,
through developing resource materials, visiting schools
and hosting visits to gatherings or places of worship.
Schools and communities use technology ever more
effectively to bring schools and religion and belief
communities together.
f. local and national re networks continue to thrive and
expand, drawing on the expertise of teachers, university
departments (both education departments and those
involved in research on religious and non-religious
worldviews), professional associations, and faith and
belief communities.
g. the underpinning legal structures reflect the 21st century
religious and educational landscape and provide a firm
foundation for good re.
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section 4
securing high quality religious education for
all
4.1 the legal and structural arrangements
120.

it is clear that the legal and structural arrangements for re are no longer
fit for purpose in the changing social and educational landscape in
england:
a. local determination of re is no longer effective in a situation where
there is widespread academisation and reduced local authority control
of schools. there is a mismatch between making local authorities
continue to be responsible for re syllabuses, and the government’s
stated purpose of academisation for all.
b. the SACre structure and remit is no longer fit for purpose in a nation of
much greater religious diversity, looser patterns of affiliation and
greater school freedoms than existed when SACres were established.
c. Schools are no longer effectively held to account for their provision of
effective re. in a context of changed performance measures, it is all too
easy for schools not to comply with the law and to deny pupils their
entitlement to re.
d. Changing patterns of religious affiliation mean that the nature and
purpose of re need to be renewed, so that re reflects the ‘real religious
landscape’56 and not a distorted ideal of what it means to have a
worldview or belong to a religious or non-religious community.

a national entitlement for religious education
The current situation
121.

Currently, re is locally determined. each local authority is required by
statute to convene an Agreed Syllabus Conference (ASC) and develop a
locally agreed syllabus, which is binding on all community and voluntary
controlled schools.

122.

Voluntary aided schools of a religious character, including voluntary aided
academies, are required to teach re in accordance with the trust deeds of
that school. in practice, most of these schools will use the syllabus
developed by their local Anglican or Catholic diocese, depending on the

56 Shaw, M & Dinham, A (2015). RE for REal: The future of teaching and learning about
religion and belief. Project report. Goldsmiths, University of London.
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religious character of the school.
123.

re in academies is determined by their funding agreement. in most cases,
all that is required is for academies to provide re in accordance with the
guidance for locally agreed syllabuses. Some academies do adopt their
locally agreed syllabus, while others choose to use a syllabus from a
different local authority or develop their own, and still others, as we have
seen, do not provide any re at all. there is almost no guidance for
academies wishing to develop their own syllabus.

124.

there is very little statutory guidance for locally agreed syllabuses. there
is statutory guidance about the composition of the ASC but very little
guidance on the content of the syllabus that results from it.

125.

the statutory requirement for locally agreed syllabuses is that they must
‘reflect the fact that religious traditions in Britain are in the main Christian,
whilst taking account of the teaching and practices of the other principal
religions represented in great Britain’ (uk parliament, education Act
1996, Section 375.2).

126.

Agreed syllabuses are highly variable in approach, level of detail and
quality. there has not been a detailed review of agreed syllabuses,
although the ofsted review of SACres in 2004 made some comments
about agreed syllabuses.57 the key findings of the 2004 review were:
Agreed syllabuses vary significantly in style, character, structure
and quality. none of the agreed syllabus conferences (ASCs) in the
leAs inspected had the capacity to carry out an agreed syllabus
revision without significant support from an adviser or consultant.
the extent of the involvement of ASC members varied between
leAs.
Very few syllabuses seen were of high enough quality throughout
to make a consistently sound basis for good planning, teaching,
learning and assessment.58

127.

Since 2004, the non-statutory national framework for re and the
subsequent 2013 review of re have provided some guidance for ASCs.
However, as these are non-statutory, they were not universally adopted.

128.

from the evidence that we have, it appears that resources for producing
agreed syllabuses have been reduced in recent years. evidence from re

57 Ofsted (2004). An evaluation of the work of Standing Advisory Councils for Religious
Education. http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/5181/1/An%20evaluation%20of%20the%20work
%20of%20Standing%20Advisory%20Councils%20for%20Religious%20Education%20
%28PDF%20format%29.pdf
58 Ofsted (2004). An evaluation of the work of Standing Advisory Councils for Religious
Education. http://dera.ioe.ac.uk/5181/1/An%20evaluation%20of%20the%20work
%20of%20Standing%20Advisory%20Councils%20for%20Religious%20Education%20
%28PDF%20format%29.pdf
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today Services states that the size of contracts for producing or
supporting the development of agreed syllabuses have been steadily
decreasing in size and frequency.59 this is also supported by anecdotal
evidence from nASACre and individual SACres about cuts to funding for
ASCs.60 We seek further evidence on this.
129.

many SACres buy in support from commercial providers to develop
agreed syllabuses. re today Services provides support and resources to
about a third of agreed syllabuses per year.61 this can range from
developing the whole syllabus to providing professional advice and
support to the ASCs. local authorities do employ professional advisers as
external consultants, although we do not yet have evidence on how much
adviser time is normally used for developing agreed syllabuses. those
ASCs that do not have access to this professional resource rely on
goodwill and voluntary commitment from teacher working groups and
ASC members, or draw on the professional resources of their Anglican
Diocesan re adviser. funding for ASCs is highly variable, and we seek
further evidence on the maximum and minimum levels of funding for
ASCs in the last five years.

Why the time is now right for a national entitlement to RE
The impact of academisation on locally agreed syllabuses
130.

it is clear from the above that the capacity of local authorities to develop
high quality agreed syllabuses is highly variable, leading to a ‘postcode
lottery’ in the experience of pupils in schools. it is also clear that capacity
has reduced in many local authorities in the last five years.

131.

While current non-statutory guidance is available and helpful, it does not
provide a basis for holding ASCs or schools to account.

132.

Voluntary aided (VA) schools are not required to use the locally agreed
syllabus, although some Church of england VA schools may do so if
instructed by their diocese. Academisation has blurred the difference
between voluntary aided and voluntary controlled schools, with the result
that some voluntary controlled schools now use their diocesan syllabus,
or a mix of the locally agreed syllabus and their diocesan syllabus, rather
than the locally agreed syllabus.

133.

if every school is to become an Academy, local Authorities will then be
developing syllabuses when no schools are required to use them. it will
render local determination of syllabuses entirely redundant.

59 Mike McMaster on behalf of RE Today Services, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, London.
60 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the Commission.
61 Mike McMaster on behalf of RE Today Services, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, London.
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134.

given that increasing numbers of ASCs buy in commercial syllabuses,
some of those who gave oral evidence claimed that the system is moving
towards a ‘national syllabus by default’.62 A national entitlement would
provide a consistent basis for these syllabuses and supports the general
direction of travel.

135.

We considered recommending that re be included in the national
Curriculum alongside any other subject. However, as academies are
exempt from the national Curriculum, simply making re part of the
national Curriculum would not be sufficient to ensure that all schools
meet their statutory requirements for the provision of re.

Teachers and subject experts, including some SACREs, are in favour of a
national entitlement
136.

there was a strong call across the written and oral evidence for a national
entitlement, although this was not universal. most of the teachers who
contributed evidence were in favour of a national entitlement as they
stated that this would ensure greater consistency and enable more
effective sharing of good practice and resources.
nAHt [the national Association of Head teachers] believes that
one way to overcome this lack of clarity and achieve more
consistency in the experience of all pupils in re is to provide a
national framework which balances the need for academic
challenge and personal inspiration and development.
nAHt, written evidence submitted to the Commission
nAtre supports a national minimum entitlement for re (purpose
and outcome based) that would be the basis for re in all state
funded schools. nAtre would also like there to be research into the
possible value and impact of such a national minimum entitlement
for re.
fiona moss, nAtre, written evidence submitted to the
Commission

137.

two-fifths of those SACres surveyed by nASACre (total 35 SACres)
were in favour of a national entitlement.63

138.

Both the Church of england education office and the Catholic education
Service gave qualified endorsement to the prospect of a national
entitlement in their written and oral evidence, so long as it was not too
prescriptive of content.
We feel this is now a vital next step forward for re. it would need to
be broad enough to incorporate the views of all sections of the re

62 Primary RE teacher, oral evidence submitted to the Commission, Manchester.
63 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the commission following a survey of
members.
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community but that is more possible now than at any time in recent
history.
Derek Holloway on behalf of the Church of england
education office, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, london
139.

those who favoured a national entitlement generally favoured a version
that was sufficiently specific to set clear boundaries while offering
sufficient openness for schools, multi-academy trusts (mAts) and
resource providers to implement the entitlement appropriately for their
specific context.

140.

in general, those who contributed written and oral evidence did not want
a national curriculum or nationally agreed syllabus with detailed
programmes of study setting out the content at each key Stage or year
group. Apart from the difficulty of convening a body to write such a
syllabus, there was also serious concern about the disproportionate
power of entrenched interests and a fear of inappropriate political
interference in the content of the subject.

The role of a national entitlement in improving the quality of RE
141.

ofsted found the following weaknesses in the quality of re in primary
schools and key Stage 3.
in three fifths of the lessons seen, both in primary schools and
throughout key Stage 3, a key weakness was the superficial nature
of pupils’ subject knowledge and understanding. While pupils had a
range of basic factual information about religions, their deeper
understanding of the world of religion and belief was weak. for
example, as pupils moved through primary and secondary
education, inspectors noted that most pupils had had insufficient
opportunity to develop:
• an ability to offer informed responses to a range of profound
religious, philosophical or ethical questions
• an understanding of the way in which the beliefs, practices,
values and ways of life of specific religions and non-religious
world views are linked
• an understanding and interpretation of the distinctive nature of
religious language
• a deepening understanding of the diverse nature of religion and
belief in the contemporary world
• a more sophisticated understanding of the impact, both positive
and negative, that religion and belief can have on individuals and
society.64

64 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
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142.

Similar weaknesses were found in primary Church of england schools in
the Making a Difference review of 2014.65

143.

these are all essential aspects of re that can often be missed in primary
schools and at key Stage 3. A national entitlement that explicitly
references each of these core areas of understanding will help schools to
understand what they are aiming for in their teaching of re.

144.

ofsted also identified, as we mentioned in paragraph 113 above, that one
of the possible reasons for poor quality re is a confusion over purposes.
Schools need support to manage a diversity of purposes without falling
into confusion.
A clear, consistent understanding of the purpose of re helps to
ensure that teachers understand why and how they should teach
the subject. this leads to a more consistent experience for children
and young people, as well as a better understanding in society more
generally of the reasons why re remains on our school curriculum.
We have not had this clarity of purpose in re, despite the fact that
national curriculum subjects all have a clearly stated ‘purpose of
study’.
gillian georgiou; kathryn Wright; olivia Seymour; Jane
Chipperton, written evidence submitted to the
Commission

145.

our written and oral evidence gathering has found that despite the
perception of confusion, there is much more consensus among subject
experts, universities, SACres, teachers, employers and pupils than might
initially be expected. there has, in general, been a consistent message
that:
a. re should enable pupils to understand the diversity of religious and
non-religious worldviews, including the interactions between them.
b. it should enable them to understand the interactions between religious
and non-religious worldviews, individuals and societies, as well as the
ways in which worldviews affect and are affected by major social and
global issues.
c. it should provide space for pupils to develop their own beliefs on
questions of meaning, purpose and ethics, in the light of a range of
worldviews, and respecting the right of others to differ.
d. it should develop pupils’ skills in dialogue and critical reflection, and

65 Archbishops’ Council of the Church of England, Education Division (2014). Making a
Difference: a review of Religious Education in Church of England schools.
https://www.churchofengland.org/media/2076944/making%20a%20difference%20
a%20review%20of%20religious%20education%20in%20church%20of%20england%2
0schools.pdf
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their attitudes of empathy and respect.
e. it should enable pupils to use appropriate vocabulary to discuss their own
and others’ beliefs, values and identity. re is of necessity multidisciplinary,
because worldviews encompass the full range of human experience. it
draws on religious studies, philosophy, theology, phenomenology,
sociology, history, ethics, and also a wider range of disciplines including
literary theory, anthropology, psychology and aesthetics.
on the subject of the purpose of re, it is not wrong to have a
collection of purposes: understanding the beliefs and values of
those who are different from themselves, developing critical
reasoning, developing responses to big questions, developing
understanding of the cultural heritage of humanity. the content
should be religions and humanism in Britain today. Such a subject
should be compulsory.
Andrew Copson on behalf of the British Humanist
Association (now Humanists uk), oral evidence
submitted to the Commission, london
146.

Both the Catholic education Service and the Church of england education
office emphasised that re should be an academic discipline in its own
right and that it is different from catechesis.
in all schools, re ought to be an academic discipline with the same
systematic demands and the same rigour as other disciplines.
therefore, it is to be distinguished from those aspects of the
curriculum whose goals are not academic excellence, but rather the
formation of character or preparation of pupils for participation in
civic life (subjects such as pSHe, citizenship and careers).
philip robinson on behalf of the Catholic education
Service, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
london
re is a rigorous academic study and that includes a critical
evaluation of religious teachings belief and practice.
Derek Holloway on behalf of the Church of england
education office, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, london

147.

our proposed national entitlement clarifies the purposes of re along
these lines, recognising the complex and dynamic nature of the subject
matter. Again, this will help schools and resource providers to be clear
about what they are trying to achieve and to benchmark their content and
planning against the entitlement.

148.

A national entitlement would also provide a basis for holding to account
schools which currently do not fulfil their statutory requirements for the
provision of re.
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Recommendations
149.

Based on the above evidence and the case for change, the Commission
therefore recommends that:
a. there should be a national entitlement statement for re which sets out
clearly the aims and purpose of re and what pupils should experience in
the course of their study of the subject. A draft statement for
consultation is below.
b. this entitlement should become normative through non-statutory
guidance as early as possible, and should ultimately become statutory,
either to supplement or to replace current legislation on agreed
syllabuses.
c. the national entitlement should apply to all state-funded schools
including academies, free schools and schools of a religious character.
d. independent schools should consider adopting the entitlement as an
undertaking of good practice.

The National Entitlement for Religious Education
opposite is the draft text of the proposed national entitlement for
religious education. this draft is for consultation and we welcome
comments on and refinements to the text.
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a national entitlement for re
re in schools should enable students to engage in an intelligent
and informed way with the ideas, practices and contemporary
manifestations of a diversity of religious and non-religious
worldviews. it should enable them to understand how
worldviews are inextricably woven into, influence and are
influenced by, all dimensions of human experience. it should
prepare pupils for life in modern Britain by enabling them to
engage respectfully with people with worldviews different
from their own. re should equip pupils to develop their own
beliefs, practices, values and identity in the light of their
reflections on the worldviews they have studied. through their
study of worldviews, pupils should develop a lifetime
motivation to enquire into questions of meaning and purpose,
and to investigate others' worldviews and what they mean for
individuals, communities and society. All of this will enable
them to become responsible citizens and members of diverse
and changing local, national and global communities.
throughout their period of compulsory schooling, pupils
should learn about, understand and engage with:
a. the diversity of religious and non-religious worldviews and
ways of life that exist locally, nationally and globally.
b. the ways in which communities and individuals holding
different worldviews interact, change and maintain
continuity in different times and contexts and as the
surrounding culture changes.
c. the different ways that people interpret and respond to texts
and other sources of authority.
d. the ways that people communicate their beliefs,
experiences, values and identities through verbal and nonverbal means (eg prose, story, poetry, art, music, dance,
ritual, architecture).
e. How people seek moral guidance from religious and nonreligious worldviews and how they interpret this guidance in
their lives.
f. the importance of experience, including extra-ordinary
experiences, in shaping people’s worldviews and how
worldviews are used to interpret experience.
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g. the role of religious and non-religious rituals and practices in
both creating and expressing experience, beliefs, values and
commitments.
h. the relationship between people’s worldview and their thinking
and actions concerning political, public, social and cultural life.
i. Both the positive and negative exercise of power and influence
resulting from people’s worldviews.
j. the important role that worldviews play in providing people
with a way of making sense of their lives and in forming their
identity.*
As part of a balanced programme aimed at meeting this
provision, it is expected that pupils will:
1. experience meeting and visiting people from their local
community from a range of worldviews including those
different from their own and that of the school.
2. Develop core skills for researching the beliefs, values and
practices of individuals and groups in society.
3. experience a range of approaches to the study of religions (e.g.
phenomenology, philosophy, sociology, textual studies,
theology).
4. engage with questions of meaning and purpose and of the
nature of reality raised by the worldviews that they study.
5. think through and develop a reflective approach to their own
personal responses and developing identity and learn to
articulate these clearly and coherently while respecting the
right of others to differ.
6. Develop the core skills and dispositions of careful listening,
critical thinking, self-reflection, empathy and openmindedness required for making wise judgments.
7. learn to discuss controversial issues and work with others
(including those that they disagree with) with the intention of
securing a healthy and peaceful society in the context of
significant diversity.
* We are indebted to Barbara Wintersgill, who presented her project on Big
Ideas in RE. Her work has informed much of the content of this list.
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Areas for consultation
150.

the entitlement is not a national syllabus or curriculum. it is a basic
statement of what all pupils are entitled to, whatever type of school they
attend. Schools will need guidance and support to translate this
entitlement into curriculum planning, particularly in relation to
progression. We are still reviewing where this guidance and support will
come from. We seek input on what bodies would be best placed to
translate the entitlement into detailed programmes of study and how best
to support schools to plan their curriculum in line with the entitlement.
Several possibilities have been discussed by the Commission so far:
a. removing the requirement for local authorities to hold ASCs. in a context
where every school will eventually become an academy, this
requirement is no longer proportionate for many local authorities and
will become even less so over time. However, it might be possible for
programmes of study to be developed at regional levels. it would also be
possible to include regional universities on this model. A regional system
might not provide sufficient support to academies unless they were
explicitly included. if the requirement for local authorities to develop a
locally agreed syllabus were to be removed, it would not preclude those
local authorities that had the resource and expertise to still convene
ASCs and develop programmes of study that could be adopted by those
schools that chose to, within or outside that local authority.
b. recommending the development of a national set of programmes of
study compliant with the entitlement. this may or may not be
government-funded. this has the advantage of providing consistency
across localities, which was requested by some teachers in the written
and oral evidence. However, there are a number of potential difficulties
with it. first, there is the vexed question of who develops detailed
programmes of study. Second, there is the justified criticism that in the
era of a school-led system a nationally agreed set of programmes of
study is too rigid and leaves schools insufficient freedom to undertake
re that is appropriate for their pupils and immediate community. third,
there is the question of how to ensure that the syllabus is appropriately
independent of political interference. many of those who gave oral and
written evidence were concerned about excessive political interference
in the scope and content of re.
c. leaving the market open for schools, groups of schools, dioceses,
SACres, commercial providers and other relevant groups to write their
own programmes of study. this would allow maximum freedom for
schools but might not resolve the inequity in provision and quality
discussed above. non-statutory guidance or a range of model
programmes of study might also be developed to support relevant
groups in writing their own programmes of study.

151.

there is likely to be a range of possibilities within these broad categories
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and other possibilities that we have not yet considered. We seek views on
what would be most helpful to support schools with curriculum planning
and ensure that all schools can meet the entitlement effectively.
152.

the question also remains as to whether the entitlement statement should
replace or supplement the current legislation on agreed syllabuses, which
requires that they must ‘reflect the fact that religious traditions in Britain
are in the main Christian, whilst taking account of the teaching and
practices of the other principal religions represented in great Britain’ (uk
parliament, education Act 1996, Section 375.2). this legislative statement
remains a statement of historical and social fact. of those who identify
themselves as having a religion, the majority are Christian, and Christianity
has played a particular role in the history of great Britain. However, the
statement in and of itself does not specify how much time should be spent
on any worldview. it also does not include non-religious worldviews. We
seek views on whether the entitlement should specify a number and range
of worldviews, or a minimum time to be spent on one worldview.

153.

We have also discussed whether the name of the subject should be
changed, to signify the renewed vision for the subject. it is difficult to find
an alternative name that appropriately captures the breadth and depth of
the subject as outlined in the entitlement statement. We have discussed a
number of options. A small majority of the Commission preferred to call
the subject religion and ethics (or religions and ethics) while others
wished either to preserve the current name, or to change its name to
religions and Worldviews or religion, philosophy and ethics (or
philosophy, religion and ethics). We seek views on which of these options
best captures the nature of the subject outlined in the entitlement. We
also seek suggestions on alternative names which fit the entitlement and
the renewed vision for the subject.

holding schools to account for the provision and quality of re
the current situation
154.

ofsted no longer inspect individual subjects, nor do they conduct subject
reviews. the last re subject review was in 2013. Between 2014 and 2016,
mentions of whether schools are fulfilling their statutory requirement to
provide re for all pupils were infrequent. recent evidence from nAtre
suggests that mentions have increased since 2016 and ofsted have
highlighted cases where schools were not fulfilling their statutory
requirements, but they remain fairly isolated.66

155.

School performance data at primary and secondary do not offer
mechanisms for checking whether schools are fulfilling their statutory

66 NATRE (2017). Ofsted are continuing to highlight RE in reports. Online news article.
https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/ofsted-are-continuing-to-highlight-rein-reports/
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requirement to provide re for all. primary SAts cover only maths, english
and Science. religious Studies gCSe is of course included in school
performance tables at key Stage 4, but there is no way of knowing
whether schools provide re for pupils not taking religious Studies gCSe
and no way to assess the quality of teaching and learning.
156.

As stated above, SACres find it extremely difficult to monitor the
provision and quality of re. they rely on published data, which does not
give them the information that they need, or on the goodwill of schools to
respond to requests for information. SACres also have no power to
monitor the provision and quality of re in academies.

157.

nAtre regularly conducts surveys of primary and secondary teachers.
the most recent primary survey showed that about 10% of schools which
responded are not fulfilling their statutory duties.67 However, the scale of
noncompliance is likely to be greater than this, due to the self-selecting
nature of survey respondents. At secondary level, school workforce data
can be used to assess how many schools are not fulfilling their statutory
duties, and the results of this have been discussed in paragraphs 78–93
above.

158.

therefore, there is currently no robust mechanism for holding schools to
account for either the provision or the quality of re, at primary or secondary.

the impact of school performance measures at key stage 4
159.

religious Studies gCSe is not included in the eBacc performance
measures. However, it is included in category D of progress 8.

160.

Short Course religious Studies gCSe has been excluded from school
performance tables since the 2013/14 performance tables.

161.

entries for full Course gCSe rose from 170,767 in 2010 to 271,917 in 2015.
they stayed almost the same in 2016, at 271,973. full course gCSe entries
in england fell for the first time in 2017, by 5.2%. they continued to rise in
Wales, suggesting that the difference in performance measures between
england and Wales may have contributed to the decline in gCSe entries in
england.

162.

entries for Short Course gCSe plummeted from 254,698 in 2010 to 36,962
in 2017.

163.

total gCSe entries have dropped from 425,465 in 2010 to 293,691 in 2017,
a drop of over 130,000, or 31%.68

67 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
www.natre.org.uk%2Fuploads%2FAdditional%2520Documents%2FNATRE%2520Prim
ary%2520Survey%25202016%2520final.docx&usg=AFQjCNFDWLUicovE8L0QEgZiiu
HF7fFcAA
68 All examination statistics from https://www.jcq.org.uk/examination-results/gcses
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Figure 3: Religious Studies GCSE entries 2010–2017 69
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164.

Some schools are attempting to teach full Course gCSe in the time
previously allotted to Short Course (i.e. an hour a week or less), and in
many cases starting gCSe in Year 9 to cover the content. We do not yet
have evidence on how many schools are doing this.

165.

there is increasing disparity of provision between schools of a religious
character and schools without a religious character. 14% of academies
without a religious character entered no pupils for gCSe religious
Studies, compared to nearly 10% of schools following a locally agreed
syllabus and around 2% of schools with a religious character. over 80% of
schools with a religious character entered their whole cohort for gCSe
religious Studies, compared to 40% of academies and schools following a
locally agreed syllabus.70 A pupil in a school with a religious character is
twice as likely to be entered for gCSe religious Studies as one in a school
without a religious character.

the case for change
166.

performance measures are a key driver of the behaviour of school leaders,
teachers, parents and pupils. the rigorous inspection of re led to
improvements in both provision and quality in the period 1992-2010. the
introduction of the gCSe Short Course led to pupils and parents valuing
the subject more highly at key Stage 4 during the same time period.

69 2017 figures do not include Isle of Man and Channel Islands (about 1,000 Full Course
entries and 900 Short Course).
70 RE Council & National Association of Teachers of RE, The State of the Nation (London,
2017).
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Figure 4: Likelihood of being entered for GCSE religious studies in schools with or
without a religious character 71
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167.

Since 2010, changes to subject inspections and school performance
measures have reversed some of these improvements in provision and
quality, particularly at secondary.

168.

We currently have less evidence on the impact of changes to inspections
and school performance measures on primary schools and we are seeking
further evidence on this ahead of the final report.

169.

those who contributed written and oral evidence clearly stated that the
exclusion of religious Studies gCSe from the eBacc and of Short Course
gCSe from performance measures have led parents, pupils and school
leaders to consider that re is less academically rigorous than other
Humanities subjects, and of lower status in general.

170.

teachers who contributed oral evidence also stated that more
academically able pupils who had chosen religious Studies as an option
were being encouraged by school leaders to switch to subjects that were
included in the eBacc.

171.

there was a consensus among teachers and subject experts that unless
something is done, gCSe entries would drop very steeply over the next
two to three years. this appears to have already begun in 2017, the first
time that gCSe entries for full Course have dropped since 2002.

71 Source: calculations based on DfE GCSE entry and pupil cohort data.
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172.

the government has made clear that there is currently no intention to add
more subjects or pillars to the ebacc but that re remains compulsory to
key Stage 5. there is therefore an urgent need to find some way for pupils’
learning in re to be accredited for them as individuals as well as to
contribute to school performance measures.
We have considered suggestions to include additional subjects or
pillars within the eBacc but have decided that this could reduce
pupil choice at gCSe to the point where no other subjects can be
studied. religious education must be taught to all pupils until the
end of key stage 5, a qualification (such as gCSe religious studies)
should be offered at the end of key stage 4 to accredit pupils’
knowledge and understanding. the proportion of pupils in state
funded mainstream schools entering a gCSe in religious studies
remains high at 47% in 2015/16.
government response to consultation on the eBacc.
201772

173.

the loss of Short Course gCSe has left schools without a way to credit
pupils for their learning in re unless they take full Course gCSe. this has
made it more difficult in some schools to get engagement in re from
pupils and parents, who do not see the value in subjects at key Stage 4
unless they are examined. the government’s view that a qualification
should be offered at the end of key Stage 4 opens up the possibility of
new qualifications that could be accredited.

174.

the lack of accountability for schools and the non-inclusion of gCSe
courses in performance measures have contributed to the disparities in
provision and quality of re between schools of a religious character,
schools following their locally agreed syllabus, and academies without a
religious character.

175.

Starting gCSe content in Year 9 when pupils have not had sufficient
opportunities to build a foundational understanding of religions and
worldviews leads to lower quality re. the current Hmi Chief inspector,
Amanda Spielman, has stated that starting gCSe in Year 9 is detrimental
to pupils’ learning and to a broad and balanced curriculum.73

176.

equally, attempting to teach full Course gCSe in one hour a week leads to
superficial learning and pupils failing to understand the world of religion
and belief in sufficient depth – an issue identified by ofsted in 2013.74

72 Department for Education (2017). Implementing the English Baccalaureate.
Government consultation response. http://schoolsweek.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/Implementing_the_EBacc_Government_Consultation_Res
ponse-with-links.pdf
73 Speech made by Amanda Spielman at the Festival of Education, 23 June 2017.
https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/amanda-spielmans-speech-at-thefestival-of-education
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177.

We believe that the lack of accountability for re contributes to many
schools giving it less curriculum time at secondary than other humanities
subjects and using teaching assistants to teach it at primary.
the provision made for gCSe in the majority of the secondary
schools surveyed failed to provide enough curriculum time for
pupils to extend and deepen their learning sufficiently.
the way in which re was provided in many of the primary schools
visited had the effect of isolating the subject from the rest of the
curriculum. it led to low-level learning and missed opportunities to
support pupils’ learning more widely, for example, in literacy.75

178.

Schools are already required to publish details of their curriculum on their
websites. this is essential in holding schools to account for providing a
broad and balanced curriculum.

recommendations
179.

the Commission therefore recommends that:
a. Schools should be required to publish on their website details of how
they meet the national entitlement for re.
b. inspection frameworks should be revised to ensure that inspectors
monitor whether or not schools meet the national entitlement for re, in
the light of schools’ duty to provide a broad and balanced curriculum.
c. the Dfe should either monitor, or give SACres or other approved
bodies the power and resources to monitor, the provision and quality of
re in all schools, including free schools, academies and schools of a
religious character.
d. the government should consider the impact of school performance
measures, including the exclusion of rS gCSe from the ebacc, on gCSe
entries and on the provision and quality of re, and consider reviewing
performance measures in the light of the evidence.

areas for consultation
180.

We seek views on the most appropriate mechanisms for holding schools
to account for the provision and quality of re at both primary and
secondary level.

74 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
75 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
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181.

We are considering recommending that a revised qualification at key
Stage 4, for those not taking full Course gCSe rS, be developed. this
would need to meet the requirements of the national entitlement for re
and have currency in school performance measures. this qualification
would not be compulsory but would count in school performance
measures and in individuals’ applications for work or further study. We
seek views on how effective this would be and what demand there would
be for such a qualification.

a renewed and expanded role for sacres
the current situation
182.

each local authority is required by law to establish a Standing Advisory
Council for religious education (SACre), composed of four groups:
a. group A: Christian denominations and such other religions and religious
denominations as, in the authority’s opinion, will appropriately reflect
the principal religious traditions in the area
b. group B: the Church of england
c. group C: teacher associations
d. group D: the local authority

183.

the SACre is legally separate from the Agreed Syllabus Conference
(ASC) and is a permanent body. in practice, ASCs and SACres generally
comprise very similar, if not the same, individuals.

184.

the local authority is required to ensure that as far as possible group A is
representative of the proportionate strengths of the denominations and
religions in the area.

185.

the role of the SACre is principally to ‘advise the local authority on re
given in accordance with the agreed syllabus, and on matters related to its
functions, whether in response to a referral from the local authority or as it
sees fit’.76 SACres are also required by law to ‘publish an annual report on
its work and on actions taken by its representative groups, specifying any
matters on which it has advised the local authority, broadly describe the
nature of that advice, and set out reasons for offering advice on matters
not referred to it by the local authority’77 and to send a copy of this report
to the qualifications and Curriculum Development Authority (qCDA). As
the qCDA no longer exists, nASACre advises that SACres fulfil this last
aspect of their legal responsibility by sending a copy to the Dfe and one to
nASACre.

76 UK Parliament Education Act 1996, Section 391.1(a).
77 UK Parliament Education Act 1996, Section 391.6-7.
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186.

As part of this role, SACres should:
a. monitor the provision and quality of re taught according to its agreed
syllabus, together with the overall effectiveness of the syllabus
b. provide advice and support on the effective teaching of re in
accordance with the locally agreed syllabus; provide advice to the local
authority and its schools on methods of teaching, the choice of teaching
material and the provision of teacher training
c. in partnership with its local authority, consider whether any changes
need to be made in the agreed syllabus or in the support offered to
schools in the implementation of the agreed syllabus, to improve the
quality teaching and learning of re
d. offer advice to the local authority, and through the local authority to
schools, concerning how an existing agreed syllabus can be interpreted
so as to fit in with a broad, balanced and coherent curriculum.78

187.

SACres may choose to co-opt members who are not part of any of the
four constituent groups, to represent young people’s views, provide
educational expertise or represent religious and non-religious views that
‘reflect a diverse multi-cultural society’.79

188.

in decision-making, each of the four constituent groups has one vote. Coopted members do not vote.

189.

SACres are involved in a range of activities to support the quality of re in
schools. these may include:
a. facilitating visits to places of worship for teachers and pupils, through
providing recommendations and guidance to schools, organising and
sometimes accompanying visits.
b. training faith representatives and community leaders to work with
schools.
c. Contributing to continuing professional development for teachers,
through running conferences and workshops or contributing to teacher
network days or in-service training (inSet) days. many of these are led
by professionals such as re advisers or external consultants.
d. providing resources to support the locally agreed syllabus, including
exemplar units of work.

78 Department for Children, Schools and Families (2010) Non-statutory guidance on
Religious Education. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religiouseducation-guidance-in-english-schools-non-statutory-guidance-2010
79 Department for Children, Schools and Families (2010) Non-statutory guidance on
Religious Education.
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e. providing resources to support the teaching of re, including running
resource centres, providing artefacts to schools, hosting and publicising
relevant exhibitions and local events.
f. presenting to headteachers, governors and the local council to keep re
on the agenda of these different groups.
g. promoting re through creating competitions and awards, or through
events in the local community. 80
190.

in addition, some SACres already provide support and advice for schools
on inclusion for students from diverse faith and belief communities. this
includes:
a. producing guidance documents on a range of faith and belief related
challenges, such as absence due to religious observance, fasting
(especially during examinations), the wearing of articles of faith,
providing prayer rooms and other frequently asked questions.
b. providing support for specific cases as needed.
c. Supporting schools dealing with complaints and queries linked to
sensitive issues such as safeguarding, the prevent agenda and the right
to withdraw.81
the current local system has many flaws but it does mean that a
group of people have to take re seriously in each local Authority.
many other subjects would love to have this.
fiona moss, written evidence submitted to the
Commission

191.

SACres also have a statutory duty to monitor the provision and quality of
re. they tend to do this by collating public examination data annually,
and some collate comments from ofsted reports. many send out surveys
to schools and, where there is capacity, some conduct school visits.82

192.

the capacity of SACres to carry out this work is highly variable. A recent
survey (2017) of nASACre members (35 SACreS responded out of 151)
highlights the disparity in funding and capacity of different SACres.
Budgets for those SACres who responded to the survey ranged from
none at all (25% of respondents) to over £50,000 per annum (excluding
funding for ASCs).83 A very small number of SACre budgets are higher

80 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the commission following their AGM in 2017.
81 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the commission following their AGM in 2017.
82 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the Commission following a survey of
members.
83 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the Commission following a survey of
members.
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still, including Birmingham with a SACre/ASC budget of £103,000 for
2017/18.84
193.

none covered in the nASACre survey employ full time re advisers, and
the number of days of adviser time bought in range from two to 65 per
annum.

194.

the 2013 ofsted report found that:
many SACre members have reported deterioration in the quality of
professional expertise they receive as well as declining financial
support from their local authority. the national Association of
SACres (nASACre) reports that financial pressures make it
increasingly difficult for many SACres to find the expertise and
resources to fulfil their statutory duties for re effectively. A 2012
survey by nASACre found that an increasing number of SACres
described reduced professional development opportunities in re, a
loss of professional advice and consultant posts for re in local
authorities, and a reduced number of advanced skills teachers for
the subject. these were among the major challenges facing the
SACres.
in addition, the loss of publicly funded national support for
curriculum development work in re has further isolated re from
wider changes in education and reduced the support for SACres in
addressing the need for curriculum development work highlighted
in the previous ofsted report.85

195.

our written and oral evidence found that the same issues highlighted by
ofsted in 2013 had continued and been further exacerbated by funding
cuts and continuing academisation.

196.

Some schools which contributed oral evidence felt that SACres were ‘out
of date’ and they received more effective support from elsewhere, in
particular grassroots teacher networks. Some teachers mentioned that
schools were not always aware of their locally agreed syllabus or of the
services provided by their SACre.

84 Guy Hordern on behalf of Birmingham SACRE, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, Birmingham.
85 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
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the case for change
The role of SACREs in linking schools with communities and promoting positive
community relations
197.

it is desirable for children and young people to have contact with a diverse
range of people from different religious and non-religious communities,
so that they can better understand how worldviews, both religious and
non-religious, are lived out, and the influence that they have on
individuals, communities and societies. the role of SACres in facilitating
this remains crucial.

198.

SACres can play a key role in promoting positive community relations
through facilitating meaningful contact between members of different
communities and making sure that schools are inclusive places for all.

199.

At their best, SACres are well placed to take on further responsibilities
related to promoting positive community relations. they have strong
relationships with the local authority, schools and faith and belief
communities, and where they work well they promote better community
relations.
A survey of SACres by ap Sion (2014) demonstrated that benefits
of SACres extended beyond those of fulfilling statutory
requirements in relation to religious education and collective
worship. the survey results indicated that SACres also carried the
added and unintentional benefit of promoting interfaith dialogue
and community cohesion, and cautioned that diminishing the role
and effectiveness of SACres (either by taking away the religious
education provided by the schools from SACre control or by
weakening the connection between SACres and the religions and
religious leaders within individual local areas) may undermine these
particular benefits.
Warwick religions and education research unit
(Wreru), written evidence submitted to the
Commission

200.

of those SACres which responded to the 2017 nASACre survey, over
4/5 (28 of 35) would like to play a greater role in promoting community
cohesion, interfaith relations and relations between faith and belief
communities and wider society, beyond their existing work with
schools.86

86 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the commission following a survey of
members.
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Risks to the current effectiveness of SACREs in carrying out their duties,
particularly in relation to monitoring RE
201.

the effective functioning of SACres is at serious risk due to cuts to
funding and to the impact of academisation.

202.

Direct intervention from the Dfe can make a big difference to the capacity
and resourcing of SACres and their corresponding ability to carry out
their functions. one oral submission claimed that a single letter from lord
nash highlighting the importance of SACres enabled some SACres
successfully to request budget increases or reverse planned cuts to
funding.87

203.

the monitoring function of SACres is increasingly difficult, as the data is
not readily available for them to carry out this function. SACres depend
on schools responding to surveys and requests for visits, and often
schools which are cause for concern do not engage with SACre requests.

204.

respondents to the nASACre survey also stated that the lack of power
to compel schools to change their practice undermined the monitoring
activity of SACres.88

205.

the variability of current SACre practice, partly due to variability of
funding, is a cause for concern and there needs to be greater equality in
the capacity of SACres and the support they receive.

The composition of SACREs
206.

there are a number of key stakeholders in re that are not represented on
SACres and have an equally important role to play in supporting and
monitoring good re. these include universities, teacher networks (not
limited to teacher unions) and professional associations, and may also
include museums and galleries or arts venues in some localities.
governors, school providers including mAt trustee boards, and parent
groups are also not currently represented on SACres but have important
roles in supporting good re.

207.

in addition, the changing patterns of religious affiliation necessitate a
review of the composition of faith and belief groups on SACres. in many
cases, representatives of non-religious worldviews already serve on
SACres as co-opted members and make significant positive
contributions but are currently unable to vote.

208.

We have not yet had sufficient evidence to make an informed judgement
on whether group B should be disbanded and incorporated into group A.

87 Lat Blaylock, oral evidence submitted to the Commission, Birmingham.
88 NASACRE, written evidence submitted to the Commission following a survey of
members.
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We seek further evidence on this issue. We recognise the important work
done by Church of england dioceses in supporting SACres, and
supporting re in community schools for which they are not directly
responsible. According to oral evidence provided by the Church of
england education office, the Diocesan re adviser is the only provider of
specialist advice to the SACre in over 40% of SACres and the diocesan
role is described as ‘significant or greater’ in two thirds of SACres.
209.

the role of SACres in supporting, monitoring and providing
determinations for Collective Worship was outside the scope of enquiry
for the Commission on re. this needs to be considered separately.

recommendations
210.

We intend to consult on all proposed recommendations relating to
SACres.

areas for consultation
211.

We seek views on the following recommendations on the role of SACres:
a. the government should publicly highlight and reaffirm the important
role of SACres in supporting and resourcing re.
b. the government should consider whether the role of SACres should be
expanded to include a duty to advise on all matters relating to religion
and belief in schools.
c. the government should consider ways of securing funding to resource
SACres adequately. options for this may include:
i. ring-fenced funding for SACres
ii. funding for SACres from the Department of Culture, media and
Sport or the Department of Communities and local government
iii. Specifying a minimum amount of funding (perhaps per school or per
pupil) to which local authorities must adhere.
d. the government should consider the composition of SACres and the
law should be changed to include representatives of non-religious
worldviews as full members.
e. the government should publish all SACre annual reports publicly on a
dedicated website.

212.

76

We seek views on what the duties of SACres should be in relation to
promoting good community relations, beyond matters relating to religion
and belief in schools.
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213.

We are still considering how the composition of SACres should be
adapted to be fit for purpose in a changed social and educational
landscape. in particular, we are considering whether the committee
structure should be changed or abolished. We seek views and evidence
on this.

214.

We seek views on which groups and organisations should be represented
on SACres.

the right of withdrawal
the current situation
215.

As mentioned in paragraph 34 above, the right of parents to withdraw
their children from re and from Collective Worship has been in existence
since 1870 and has remained part of the legal settlement in both the 1944
and 1988 education Acts.

216.

parents may withdraw their children from some or all of the re
curriculum, without giving a reason. non-statutory guidance released in
2010 states that the school must not influence the parents’ decision but
should make sure that parents are informed about the content of the
curriculum.89

217.

the law makes provision for parents to make alternative arrangements for
children to learn re in accordance with their parents’ wishes.

218.

the school must supervise the children who are withdrawn from re but
are not required to provide additional teaching or incur extra cost.

219.

teachers also have the right to withdraw from teaching re.

the case for change
Widespread support for an end to the right of withdrawal
220.

there were strong calls across the written and oral evidence for the right
of withdrawal to be abolished – a significant majority of individuals and
organisations mentioned this. nAtre, the nAHt and the Church of
england – representing three major stakeholders in schools – all called for
an end to the right of withdrawal in their written evidence.
nAHt believes that all pupils, in all schools, should experience
consistent and high quality religious education in order to support
the development of understanding, tolerance and respect for
religious and non-religious beliefs, practices and viewpoints. in

89 Department for Children, Schools and Families (2010) Non-statutory guidance on
Religious Education. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religiouseducation-guidance-in-english-schools-non-statutory-guidance-2010
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order to secure this, we would like to see amendments made to
Section 71 of the School Standards and framework Act 1998, which
provides a parental right to remove children from religious
education. We believe that a child’s right to develop religious
tolerance and understanding should be paramount, and that this
parental right should be removed.
nAHt, written evidence submitted to the Commission
the nAtre executive sees no good reason for prolonging the right
of parental withdrawal from inclusive re. if the right of withdrawal
is maintained then it should be clarified or modified by guidance to
show that it can only be used for genuine reasons of a families’
religion or worldview, and not for use selectively (e.g. for reasons
motivated by racism or religiously motivated discrimination).
evidence from nAtre’s primary survey found that whilst
withdrawal from re is still relatively rare; incidents of this selective
withdrawal are increasing.
nAtre, written evidence submitted to the Commission
the right of withdrawal from re is perhaps the most archaic and
outdated aspect of the 1944 education Act…. [t]he clause gives
comfort to those who are breaking the law and seeking to incite
religious hatred. Sadly, and dangerously, the clause is now
exploited by a range of shall i say ‘interest groups’ often using a
dubious interpretation of human rights legislation. this undermines
the need for all children of all backgrounds to receive a broad and
balanced curriculum and thwarts efforts to enable all to live well
together.
to the detriment of the subject the right of withdrawal perpetuates
the myth that re is confessional in all schools and aligns re too
closely with Collective Worship in the minds of the media and the
public. this should be repealed although we would accept that it
would be dependent on the development of an agreed national
common entitlement statement to re.
Derek Holloway on behalf of the Church of england
education ooffice, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, london
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221.

We are concerned at the anecdotal evidence here and elsewhere that the
right of withdrawal is being used by parents affiliated to certain groups to
withdraw children from anything in re to do with islam or muslims, and
that this has risen in the wake of recent terrorist activity in europe. We do
not have sufficient evidence about how widespread this is and seek
further evidence ahead of the final report.

222.

Some pupils were also concerned about the impact of the right of
withdrawal on perceptions of re, and on young people’s ability to
understand those with different beliefs and values from themselves.
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parents shouldn’t be able to withdraw their children from re.
Schools have a duty to protect children from extremism. re teaches
children how to interact with people from different beliefs, and it’s a
relevant subject and not outdated. it’s essential for children to
experience different beliefs because it reduces misconceptions and
stereotypes. You wouldn’t do this in history or french. parents
withdraw pupils from re for outdated assumptions, for example,
they think their family’s religious beliefs will be questioned or
disregarded. parents may know their children best but don’t know
what’s best for them. it brings into question the relevance of the
subject when we need it more than ever.
Year 10 pupils, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, York
223.

not all of those who contributed written and oral evidence were in favour
of ending the right to withdrawal (although the majority were). most of
those who were not in favour of ending the right to withdrawal cited the
rights of parents, the inconsistencies of standards in re, and the
implications of the dual system.
there should be no opt-out if the subject were to be reformed to be
genuinely inclusive. BHA generally support the human right of
parents not to have choices taken away in terms of how they
educate their children.
Andrew Copson on behalf of the British Humanist
Association, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
london
the right to withdraw needs tightening up but abolishing it
completely, in the current political climate, would probably be too
provocative and likely to cause a backlash.
mark Chater, written evidence submitted to the
Commission
i am against the removal of the right to withdraw. in the first
instance this is from a personal political view that dislikes any
discussion of removing rights from parents over their children’s
education. Secondly, while there remain such inconsistencies in the
standard of re across schools, it is important that parents have the
right of withdrawal.
Ben Wood, written evidence submitted to the
Commission

Legal implications of ending the right of withdrawal
224.

Both the european Convention on Human rights (eCHr) and the
international Covenant on Civil and political rights expressly provide
parents with rights in relation to their children’s education.
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225.

Article 2 of the first protocol to the eCHr provides that:
‘no person shall be denied the right to education. in the exercise of
any functions which it assumes in relation to education and
teaching, the State shall respect the right of parents to ensure such
education and teaching in conformity with their own religious and
philosophical convictions’.

80

226.

there are relatively few eCHr cases concerning parental objection to
compulsory religious education. the case of folgero v norway (2007)
remains the leading case, summing up the overall approach. in this case,
norway had introduced a compulsory course which sought to provide an
integrated approach to the study of religion, philosophy and ethics in a
non-doctrinal fashion but which reflected the Christian, and lutheran,
preponderance and cultural heritage of the country. the course had two
dimensions, knowledge-based and activity-based. the right of
withdrawal was available for the activity-based element but not the
knowledge-based elements of the course. the legal challenge was from
humanist parents who objected to their children’s participation in the
course as a whole and sought full withdrawal from the course.

227.

the Court was clear that in order for such a compulsory course to be
acceptable its content has to be delivered, ‘in an objective, critical and
pluralistic manner’. this derives from older caselaw and is well
established. if the material is not considered to be delivered in an
‘objective, critical and pluralistic manner’, then the adequacy of
arrangements for withdrawal needs to be considered.

228.

in the folgero case it was decided that the content was not delivered in
such a fashion, and that arrangements for withdrawal were inadequate,
because it was, in the view of the majority, not possible to separate out
participation in activities from the transmission of knowledge (ie it should
have been possible to withdraw from the whole subject), and the practical
arrangements for requesting withdrawal were flawed.

229.

it should be noted that the judgement focused on the manner of delivery,
not merely the content. one could therefore argue that it is not sufficient
for the curriculum to be ‘objective, critical and pluralistic’ – it must also be
delivered that way in every school.

230.

the Court undertook a highly detailed examination of the curriculum in
order to determine whether it was ‘objective, critical and pluralistic’ – and
the judges were divided 9-8 on this issue. this highlights how difficult it is
to establish whether a curriculum is ‘objective, critical and pluralistic.’

231.

in our current system, and indeed under a system in which there is a
national entitlement but not a prescriptive national curriculum, the
detailed content of the subject is developed by individual schools in many
cases. in addition, as the court judgement considered the manner of
delivery as well as the content, this would also be at the level of the
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individual school.
232.

this would result in the possibility of legal challenge, up to the eCHr itself,
of each and every curriculum, very likely at the level of individual schools,
and, given the likely variations in them and the varied interests of potential
complainant parents, it is unlikely that any one decision would be
considered definitive. A similar situation has already arisen with
challenges to school uniform policies set locally.

233.

the case of Zengin v turkey, 2007, shows how difficult it is to be
compliant with the eCHr and the requirement that re be ‘objective,
critical and pluralistic.’ in this case, only Christians and Jews, but not
Alevis, were allowed to withdraw from religious instruction, which
focused on Sunni islam. the legal challenge from Alevi parents was
successful because the court felt that the course was not objective, in that
it did not include teaching about the Alevi interpretation of islam.

234.

further complexity surrounds the involvement of groups representing
religious and non-religious worldviews in devising the curriculum. if such
groups are involved in devising the curriculum, and there is no right of
withdrawal, it may make it easier for there to be legal challenges as to
whether the curriculum is ‘objective.’ even if ASCs were to be removed,
groups representing religious and non-religious worldviews still develop
resources, and may still develop curriculum frameworks that could be
used by schools.

235.

the Commission intends to discuss these issues further ahead of the final
report, but it can be seen from this brief survey of the legal issues that
removing the right of withdrawal would be very difficult, and has farreaching implications for how the curriculum is developed, and indeed
how it is delivered in schools.

236.

given the way that the right of withdrawal is being used in some cases, the
Commission is also considering ways in which, if the right of withdrawal
cannot be abolished, checks and balances can be put in place to
safeguard children from extremism.

areas for consultation
237.

We seek further evidence on the number of pupils being withdrawn from
re, and the reasons given, where these are given, as well as whether the
number of cases and reasons given have been changing over time.

238.

We seek views on the most effective ways to manage the right of
withdrawal in practice.

239.

We seek views on whether it is desirable to look to adopt an overall
approach to the design of the re curriculum in every school so that it is
sufficiently ‘objective, critical and pluralistic’ as to render it capable of
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being compulsory without the right of withdrawal.
4.2 support for high quality teaching and learning
a national plan to improve teaching and learning in re
the current situation
240.

According to the most recent ofsted subject review (2013), the quality of
teaching and learning in re was less than good in six out of ten primary
schools and just under half of secondary schools. this compares
unfavourably to other humanities subjects such as history.90

241.

primary trainee teachers receive on average three hours or fewer of
subject-specific training for re. more recently qualified teachers have
received on average fewer hours of training than those trained five or
more years ago, according to the most recent nAtre primary survey.91

242.

in a survey of over 800 primary teacher trainees conducted by Bishop
grosseteste university in 2013, 50% of teachers said that they lacked
confidence to teach re.92

243.

primary trainees are unlikely to see good re in their school placements,
given that re was less than good in six in ten schools visited by ofsted in
2013.93

244.

in the most recent nAtre primary survey some re was being delivered
by a higher level teaching assistant in 50% of schools which responded. in
1 in 10 schools between 25% and 50% of re is delivered in this way.94

245.

Bursaries for re teachers are £9,000 for first Class degree holders and
£4,000 for 2:1 degree holders, compared to £25,000 for both for
geography and classics.

246.

Subject knowledge enhancement courses for re are no longer funded.
funding continues to exist for Subject knowledge enhancement in maths,
physics, languages, biology, chemistry, computing, english, geography

90 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
91 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/an-analysis-of-the-provision-for-re-inprimary-schools/
92 The All Party Parliamentary Group on Education, RE: the truth unmasked – the supply
of and support for religious education teachers, Religious Education Council of
England and Wales, 2013;
http://www.mmiweb.org.uk/publications/re/APPG_RETruthUnmasked.pdf
93 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
94 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
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and design and technology.
247.

At secondary level, almost two and a half times as many lessons in re
(27.2%) as history (11%) are taught by a teacher with no relevant post Alevel qualification95. the 2013 ofsted report referred to this as one of the
reasons why re was good or better in only just over half of the schools
observed, as compared to 71% in the most recent report on history (2011).

248.

teachers with other specialisms can enhance re in secondary schools but
require extensive management and support. Schools often lack capacity
to support teachers with other specialisms.
the prevalence of teachers with other Specialisms (twoS) in re
teaching can also be seen as something of a constraint. research
suggests that re suffers more than any other subject (with the
possible exception of it) from being taught by those with no
qualification in the subject. As mentioned earlier, working with
twoS can be tremendously rewarding; some of the best teaching in
my department is by a pe and an mfl teacher. However, working
with twoS can put a disproportionate and inequitable demand on
those planning and managing re – to be effective they demand
time, resourcing and support that may be difficult to find within
some schools.
Head of re, secondary, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, Birmingham

the case for change
The impact of training on the quality of teaching and learning
249.

there is a clear link between access to training – both ite and CpD – and
the overall effectiveness of the subject. this was made clear in the ofsted
subject review of 2013, and has also been picked up in the oral and written
evidence submitted to the Commission. lack of subject knowledge leads
to a lack of confidence to tackle the contentious issues that are the
lifeblood of the subject, and can also reinforce misconceptions about
religion.
in many of the primary schools visited, the senior leadership or re
subject leader acknowledged that the level of subject expertise
among the staff was generally weak. many of the teachers to whom
inspectors spoke did not feel confident about teaching re. they
were often worried they might ‘say the wrong thing’ or were unsure
about what they were trying to achieve in re. Discussion with newly
qualified or recently qualified primary teachers confirmed that very
few had had any significant re training during their initial training

95 Deborah Weston, oral evidence submitted to the Commission, London.
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and sometimes had had little opportunity to teach re in their
placement schools.

250.

251.

Some primary headteachers openly acknowledged that because of
a lack of confidence about re, some staff preferred to take their
planning, preparation and assessment time during these lessons,
handing responsibility for the subject to a qualified teaching
assistant or supply teacher. 96
there is a clear lack of ite and CpD at both primary and secondary level. in
the most recent nAtre primary survey, 1 in 4 respondents during the last
year received no training in re and 60% received less than 1 day. even
more worrying, 40% of respondents reported that others who teach re in
their school received no training (not even a staff meeting) and 87% have
received one day or less.97
re teachers are required to have in-depth subject knowledge of a wide
range of worldviews as well as various disciplinary approaches to the
study of religion. even those with university degrees in theology or
religious Studies may only have studied one or two worldviews in depth.
Coming from the learning Department within the Jewish museum,
we regularly come into contact with teachers at both primary and
Secondary levels that feel under qualified to teach about Judaism.
this may be due to re not being their specialism or to not having
studied Judaism before but being required to teach it as a second
examined religion at gCSe and A level. this is why we have begun
to offer teacher training on Judaism so teachers can improve their
knowledge of the faith. there should be further CpD opportunities for
teachers who are required to teach faiths that are unknown to them.
As religion is such a sensitive subject it is of the utmost importance
that it is taught well, without stereotyping or misconceptions and
that the variety of practice within religions is stressed.
Jewish museum, written evidence submitted to the
Commission

252.

often teachers lack knowledge of Dharmic traditions such as Buddhism
and Hinduism, and this can lead to damaging misconceptions. A lack of
teacher expertise leads to teachers ‘shaving off diversity’98 or simply not
teaching the Dharmic traditions, due to lack of confidence. All of the
Hindu and Buddhist contributors to the oral and written evidence made
this point. this makes a very strong case for reinstating funded Subject

96 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
97 NATRE (2016). An Analysis of the provision for RE in primary schools.
https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/an-analysis-of-the-provision-for-re-inprimary-schools/
98 Jo Backus, oral evidence submitted to the Commission in Exeter.
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knowledge enhancement courses for teachers during initial training and
for more experienced teachers.
there are some specific challenges for Hindus: 1. the poor portrayal
of the traditions, as often replicated from one text book to the next.
2. A perception (right or wrong) that schools are opting out of
teaching their tradition (and other eastern or dharmic traditions). 3.
the lack of study of a Hindu moral philosophy (in addition to the
study of the standard Western approaches, such as Aristotelian
virtue ethics, deontology, etc.). text books and exam question
often do little more than second guess what Hindu responses to
concrete moral issues might be, and often rather poorly e.g. “Hindus
don’t eat meat because they believe they might be eating their
(former) grandmother”. one clear challenge is that in answering
questions, there is a fear that excellent answers will be marked
lower than the bog-standard.
rasamandala Das, written evidence submitted to the
Commission
253.

for secondary teachers in particular, access to university researchers is a
key component of subject knowledge development. this has become
increasingly urgent with the changes to gCSe and A-level.
exam syllabuses are not coherent documents, they’re lists of bullet
points and they need to be made more coherent. You need to be
able to teach them coherently and that requires expertise –
engagement with university and that undergraduate level of study
for teachers. i think there's a mutual benefit in partnerships with
universities. i've really benefited from several days listening to great
scholars. i haven't necessarily learned what all the bullet points
mean but i have been given underpinning understanding which
means i can make a coherent set of lessons.
Secondary teacher, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester

254.

it has been very clear from pupils’ oral testimony that they value a discrete
curriculum subject taught by specialist teachers with the knowledge to
both make it engaging and deal with pupils’ questions.
We are lucky to have a specialist teacher who helps us to go deeper
with our learning. Your teacher needs to have a good
understanding of religious and non-religious worldviews.
Year 5 pupils, oral evidence submitted to the Commission
by their teacher, exeter
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Disparities in access to training and CPD across different school types
255.

teachers and subject leaders in schools without a religious character are
far less likely to have received any CpD in the past year than those in
schools with a religious character, as shown in research conducted by the
Appg on religious education in 2013. the nAtre primary and secondary
surveys in 2015 and 2016 corroborated this evidence.99

Figure 5: CPD for RE subject leaders (primary)100
Hours of training opportunities within the last year:
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Figure 6: CPD for RE department (secondary)101
Hours of training opportunities within the last year:
 No training
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256.

this may be due to the pressure on schools to focus on those subjects
with more currency in performance measures, particularly english and
mathematics.

257.

these disparities between school types have an impact on teacher
retention: Joy Schmack, in her oral evidence to the Commission, cited a
class of 35 pgCe students. Just under half found jobs in schools of a
religious character while just
over
half went to schools
in a class of 35 pgCe students, just under
without a religious character.
half found jobs in schools of a religious
of those in schools without a
character. of those in schools without a
religious character, only one
religious character, only one was still
was still teaching re full time
teaching re full time 10 years later.
10 years later. this is a stark
contrast to those in schools
of a religious character, who were all still teaching, and half had been
promoted to either Head of Department or senior leadership.
258.

teachers reported that they felt isolated, demoralised, deskilled, and
unsupported, as a result of the low status of the subject, the ongoing cuts
to budgets and curriculum time, and the lack of support and CpD.

Opportunities to enhance the quality of teaching and learning
259.

research relating to religions and worldviews takes place in a number of
university departments: theology and religious Studies, philosophy,
Sociology, Anthropology, psychology and Cognitive Science, as well as
religious education research in education departments. there have been
increasing efforts to make this research accessible to teachers, through
Culham St gabriel’s Research for RE and RE Today’s publications, as well
as the long-standing British Journal of Religious Education and the
Journal of Beliefs and Values.

260.

university departments have a great deal to offer to schools and teachers,
but their own accountability systems make it difficult for staff to engage
with the teaching profession.
Some awareness-raising needs to be done amongst university
departments, but in fairness to them, the demands of ref and tef
[the research and teaching excellence frameworks] are not
conducive to any kind of engagement with schools. it’s hard to get

99 All NATRE surveys can be found at https://www.natre.org.uk/news/latest-news/
100 The All Party Parliamentary Group on Education, RE: the truth unmasked – the supply
of and support for religious education teachers, Religious Education Council of
England and Wales, 2013.
http://www.mmiweb.org.uk/publications/re/APPG_RETruthUnmasked.pdf
101 The All Party Parliamentary Group on Education, RE: the truth unmasked – the supply
of and support for religious education teachers, Religious Education Council of
England and Wales, 2013.
http://www.mmiweb.org.uk/publications/re/APPG_RETruthUnmasked.pdf
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staff to help with teacher days – they do it but it’s at a cost to their
career and to the department. it’s more than just recruitment – we
have a moral responsibility because we have got that resource
there to pay attention to what goes on in schools and to do what
we can to assist.
Wendy Dossett, oral evidence submitted to the
Commission, manchester
261.

Written evidence submitted by rob freathy discussed the re-searchers
project, a successful and influential example of school-university
collaboration exploring the use of different disciplines and methodologies
in re at key Stage 2.102

262.

Another example of school/university collaboration on research is a joint
initiative, by nAtre and the university of Bristol, researching best ways of
promoting community relations within re lessons. the project is
investigating whether ‘Contact theory’ could be applied usefully to the
re setting.

263.

teachers who gave oral evidence valued being able to access university
lecturers and researchers in areas relevant to re within education,
theology and religious Studies and other related disciplines.103

264.

one of the key sources of training and support for teachers of re has, in
the past, been professional local re advisers. the capacity of local
authorities to provide this has been diminished. the lack of support for re
has been detrimental to the quality of teaching and learning. this was
reinforced by teachers and advisers who contributed oral evidence as well
as in previous ofsted reports.
Just having a national curriculum for history has not ensured good
education in history in primary school – what has made a difference
is having an adviser networking.
pat Hannam, oral evidence submitted to the Commission
in the majority of cases, this [the quality of training provision] was
directly linked to the capacity of the local authority to provide such
training and support. in nearly every case where such support was
not available, it had a direct and negative impact on the
effectiveness of the teaching and subject leadership. re was
generally better where the locally agreed syllabus was well
conceived with clear accompanying guidance, but too often the
capacity of local authorities to provide this support was
diminishing. 104

102 Rob Freathy, written evidence submitted to the Commission. More information can be
found at http://www.reonline.org.uk/re-searchers/
103 Ben Wood on behalf of NATRE, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
Manchester.
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i can’t support schools the way i want to. i see my role as support,
because a lot of teachers aren’t confident teaching re – it’s okay to
challenge, it’s okay to do drama, sing, be creative, make paper
plates etc. my children love it.
primary teacher with an unpaid role supporting other
schools, oral evidence submitted to the Commission,
manchester
265.

the lack of good local advice and support creates even more of a
disparity between schools of a religious character and schools without a
religious character. Schools of a religious character have far greater
access to specialist advice. Church of england diocesan re advisers do
support schools without a religious character as far as they can, filling this
vital gap, but it places a disproportionate burden on them.

266.

grass-roots networks have had a strong positive impact on teacher
subject knowledge, skill and confidence. these networks are sometimes
funded by charitable foundations. if not, then they are completely
unfunded and rely entirely on the goodwill of members and on in-kind
donations from teachers, schools which host meetings, and visiting
speakers. they provide very cost-effective CpD, particularly as network
meetings are usually held outside of school hours, and therefore carry no
costs for supply cover. these networks are all the more effective when
they are able to connect teachers with university researchers,
professional advisers and SACre members as well as with each other, but
this depends on funding.

267.

We seek further evidence on the impact of the farmington scholarships
on teaching and learning in schools.

recommendations
268.

We are considering developing a national plan for developing teaching
and learning in re, along the lines of the national plan for music
education. this plan is likely to include the following recommendations:
a. A minimum of 12 hours should be devoted to re in all primary ite
courses.
b. leading schools for re should be identified and all primary trainees
should be given the opportunity to observe re teaching in such a
school.
c. include under the teachers’ Standards, part 1, section 3 (Demonstrate
good subject and curriculum knowledge), the requirement that

104 Ofsted (2013). Religious Education: Realising the potential.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/religious-education-realising-thepotential
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teachers ‘demonstrate a good understanding of and take responsibility
for the sensitive handling of controversial issues, including thoughtful
discussion of religious and non-religious worldviews where necessary.’
d. restore funded Subject knowledge enhancement courses for those
applying to teach re and for serving teachers of re without a relevant
post A-level qualification in the subject.
e. restore parity of bursaries for re with those for other shortage
subjects.
f. the government and relevant funding bodies should consider how
funding of grassroots teacher networks can be made more sustainable.
g. SACres and local authorities should review existing good practice in
developing and sustaining these grassroots networks and start their
own if such a network does not exist in their local area.
h. university performance measures should be updated to credit
universities for their engagement with schools, including the provision
of CpD and resource materials.
i. university staff conducting research in areas related to re should be
encouraged to contribute to grassroots networks, lead teacher
development days, develop resource materials or become SACre
members. this may provide opportunities for them to demonstrate the
impact of their research or increase student recruitment.
areas for consultation
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269.

We seek views on what should be included in the national plan for re,
beyond the recommendations set out above.

270.

We seek views on how the national plan might best be implemented.

271.

there are increasing expectations on teachers to be engaged with
research, by keeping up to date with published research at minimum, and
where possible by engaging in action research, lesson study and other
forms of practitioner research. We seek views on the kinds of research
which would be most helpful for re teachers to engage with, and what
mechanisms would support this.
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section 5
next steps
5.1 the consultation process ahead of the final report
272.

We intend to have an extensive consultation process on the report,
including the recommendations, areas for consultation, and any gaps or
further issues to address in the final report.
a. An online consultation process will run from mid-october to midDecember 2017. please keep an eye on www.commissiononre.org.uk or
the @Commissiononre twitter account
(https://twitter.com/Commissiononre) as details of the consultation
will be publicised here, as well as via the re Council’s member
organisations.
b. A consultation event will take place in late november or early
December 2017. further details of this event will be publicised in due
course.
c. You are welcome to email your views to
evidence@commissiononre.org.uk throughout the next year up until
the publication of the final report.

273.

We are looking for school case studies around the enablers to high quality
re:
i.

Subject expertise and its impact on teaching and learning

ii. Support from school leaders and what this looks like when it’s done
well, as well as its impact on teaching and learning
iii. professional development networks and their impact on teaching and
learning and particularly on the experience of pupils
iv. How schools have made best use of local faith and belief communities.
274.

We are also looking for school case studies around the barriers to high
quality re:
i. the impact of school performance measures
ii. lack of specialist teachers
iii. low teacher confidence
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iv. lack of support from school leaders.
275.

We are also looking for case studies of good professional support from
SACres and cases where lack of SACre support has had negative impact.

276.

please submit all case studies via the online consultation process when it
opens, or by email to evidence@commissiononre.org.uk after the
consultation process has closed.

277.

Commissioners will be able to make limited further visits to schools,
professional bodies and SACres.

278.

the final report will contain details of the consultation and our responses
to the consultation. We will not be publishing a separate consultation
response.

5.2 key areas for further consideration ahead of the final report
279.

the Commissioners have identified a number of areas for further
discussion ahead of the final report. these include the areas for
consultation we have identified above:
a. the implications of the ‘dual system’ for re, in terms of the purposes of
re as well as the legal and structural arrangements, particularly in the
light of the proposed national entitlement.
b. Who should provide detailed curriculum guidance, including
programmes of study, based on the proposed national entitlement.
c. What the role of SACres should be.
d. the state of the subject at primary level and specific recommendations
for improving it.
e. improving the quality of teaching and learning – further discussion on
the suggested national plan.
f. the right of withdrawal and how to proceed in the face of the
complexities identified in this report.
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appendix 1: evidence received by the commission
responses to the written call for evidence
2,245 responses were received through the web-based call for evidence.
of the 2,245 responses received, 862 exited the survey without answering
any of the substantive questions. once duplicates were removed, there
were 1,377 responses that were analysed. of the 1,377 responses, 190
came from organisations (just under 14%). many of the individual
responses came from those working in particular organisations with an
interest in re, but did not claim to be answering on behalf of those
organisations.
of the organisational responses, 115 were from schools. this included 74
primary schools and 31 secondary schools, along with 10 belonging to
other configurations (e.g. all-through, middle, or prep).
98 schools were of a religious character and 17 were not. 59 were Catholic,
33 Church of england, 6 were other faith schools.
56 responses were from religious groups. Defining an organisation as a
‘religious group’ can be a subjective exercise. We have taken any
organisation that includes a specific religious position as part of its
identity as a ‘religious group’, e.g. the Association of Christian teachers
has been defined as a religious group, whereas the national Association of
teachers of re (nAtre) has been defined as a professional body. this is
not to deny that members of the Association of Christian teachers are
themselves professionals, nor that the personal religious position of
members of nAtre will have an impact on their professional work. of
these religious groups, 44 were Christian. there were 3 Hindu groups, 2
Jewish groups, 2 Jain groups, 1 muslim group, 1 Buddhist group, and 1
Baha’i group. in addition, there was 1 response from an organisation
representing non-religious views.
9 SACres submitted evidence, along with evidence from the national
Association of SACres (nASACre). 6 further professional bodies
submitted evidence including nAtre, nAHt and the federation of re
Centres.
in addition, we have received 49 written responses that were submitted
directly, outside the confines of the online call for evidence. these were
either received by email to evidence@commissiononre.org.uk, or from the
submission facility on the Commission website. these included a mixture
of submissions on behalf of individuals and organisations. As with the
responses from organisations to the formal online call for evidence, some
came from professional bodies, some from SACreS and some from
religious groups (and one came from a non-religious group).
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schools that responded to the call for evidence
names of all individuals and organisations have been left unedited: they appear as submitted online
philip robinson
kathryn Humphrey
Jane Yates
penny Watkin
luke Angell
Anja Webb-ingall
Catherine Horton
luisa maylard-mason
richard Smith
fionA toDD
Hilary Alcock
Julie Warburton
Sandra mallon
mrs Sarah Boyle
Christina Stewardson
rose magill
mike madden
Sue Beckett
tracy Johnson
toni Harris
julie kirk
J Johnstone
Chris Davies
kerry Anstee
Bridget knight
k radford-rea
Susan thorn
liz peachman
Caroline Vickers
Alison gourlay
karin Baker
Chloe probert
morag flower
Ahmed peeerbhai
Ben mcArdle
Dr neal Carrier
Weena West
Cathryn Clarke
Simon Brown
lorna buchanan
timothy oxley
Jacqui french
mrs Sally Billam
miss Jane Cawthorn
Debbie lewis
Anna Crosby
nick Seward
Charis geoghegan
mo’Sullivan
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Aldro School
All Saints Catholic School York
Armathwaite Community primary School
Barlow Church of england primary School
Bath Community Academy
Benington primary School
Blessed mother teresa’s Catholic primary School
Blessed robert Widmerpool primary School
Bristol grammar School philosophy, religion and ethics Department
Bunbury Aldersey & St oswald’s
Buntingsdale primary School and nursery
Cardinal newman Catholic High School
Cardinal newman Catholic School Coventry
Cardinal newman School Coventry
Cardinal Wiseman Catholic School
Charters School
Chatsmore CHS
Christ Church Ce primary School
Clayton Hall Academy
Cranbrook School
Crich Church of england infant school
Dame Alice owen’s School
De lisle College: A Voluntary Catholic Academy
Devonport High School for Boys
eardisley Ce primary School
edenham c e primary school
edward peake Ce middle School
ellison Boulters Ce Academy
emmanuel Christian School leicester
fBeC
fritchley Ce primary School
great Denham primary School
great torrington Bluecoat C.of e. primary School
green Academy trust
Hagley Catholic High School
Hampton School
Headington prep School
Henry Box School
Hertswood Academy
Holy trinity
Holy trinity Catholic School, oakely road, Small Heath, Birmingham, B10 0AX
Holywell middle school
Hornsea Community primary School east Yorkshire
Howden Church of england infant School
James Allen’s girls’ School
John Harrison C of e primary
kingham Hill School
little gaddesden School
moD Schools
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kelvin gibbs
Sue Hart
Christine Shasha
Christine finnegan
paul Carroll
Clare mcnally
kirstie richards
Clare van Vliet
Ben taylor
lauren rickards
Angela pitcher
christine finnegan
Stephen oliver
Colette Harris
Adrian Hawkes
Dorothy marlow
k Cox
Stephanie mcloughlin
Jo galloway
Julie Ashwell
rachel Hames
eliZABetH o’Connor
Julie Sedgley
mrs Ann king
therese langford
kerry shilling
lisa Huphries
Shereen ahmed
H Webb
Jenny Byrne
David Jobburns
mrs ruth Vayro
John Clapham
Judy king
ian Crawford
Susannah Hunt
michael Walters
tamsin Davis
lisa machin
Sarah rayson
nicholas gibson
emma paton
Andy lewis
krystyna Bickley
Ann marie owen
patricia opalko
louise flanagan
louise flanagan
michelle Walsh
peter Burke
Dawn farmer
louise norris
David Hird

mundy Church of england Voluntary Controlled Junior School
netherseal St peter’s C e primary School
oak farm infant school
our lady & st kenelm primary school
our lady & St rose of lima Catholic primary School
our lady & St. Hubert’s Catholic primary
our lady and St Joseph Catholic primary School
our lady of fatima Catholic primary School
our lady of the Wayside Catholic primary School
our lady queen of Heaven Catholic primary School
our lady queen of Heaven rC primary
our lADY St kenelm rC primArY
our lady’s Abingdon
painsley Catholic College
phoenix Academy
ponsbourne St. mary’s School
primary school
primary School
radlett lodge Schoo
raynsford Church of england Academy
richard Hill Church of england primary School
Saint Augustine’s Catholic High School, redditch
Saint francis Catholic primary
Saint mary’s Catholic primary School
School within Birmingham Doicese
Selborne primary School
Sir Joseph Williamson’s mathematical School
Smiths wood sports college
Spalding primary School
SS peter and paul Catholic primary Academy & nursery
St . Joseph’s Catholic primary School rugeley
St Ambrose rC primary School
St Andrew’s Ce primary School
St Andrew’s Ce primary School much Hadham
St Andrews Cofe Junior School, Hadfield
St Andrew’s lower School
St Anselm’s Catholic School
St Anthony’s Catholic primary School, Wolverhampton
St Augustine’s Catholic Academy
St Bartholomew’s C of e Academy
st benedicts catholic high school
St Bernard’s rC primary School
St Bonaventure’s School, forest gate
St Catherine of Siena Academy
St Clare’s primary School
St edmund Campion Catholic primary School maidenhead
St edwards catholic primary
St edwards Catholic primary Coleshill
St elizabeths Catholic primary School
St elizabeth’s Catholic primary School
St george and St martin
St george’s Ce primary School
St gerard’s Catholic primary School
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fiona leyshon
Catherine Craig
neil SpenCer
James Allen
theresa madden
Janette turner
paul reid
Veronica gosling
Debbie peskett
John morgan
Anita gallagher
paula lowry
paula nudd
Sarah nankivell
owen finnegan
isobel Vassallo
matt rebbitt
Stephen Breeze
mary lynch
Sarah Smith
Colleen owen
richard Cunningham
Ann gunn
nathan price
Diane
mArtinA morAn
mr f Waugh
Sarah Hatfield
Carl mciver
graham Cotter
Sue rolfe
marie Clark
Deirdre godsall
Barbara meaney
Alicia Bullock
mandy Brown
Jennie molloy
roger Averis
louise Stephens
Yvonne Wozniak
James Salt
mrs grainne Davies
Claire Speakman
Catherine Amos
Steve Deadman
riCHArD BAker
melodie Harmer
Claire Whalley
Sue pimlott
steven meredith
Anne green
Anne parr
giles mercer
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St giles Ce primary School killamarsh
St godric’s rC primary School
st hilda’s church of england High School
St Joachims School
St John fisher Catholic College
St John fisher Catholic School
St John the Baptist Ce primary School
St John Vianney Catholic primary School
St Johns Academy
St John’s College, Cardiff - 68741
St Joseph’s Camberwell Catholic Schools’ federation
St Joseph’s Catholic and C of e parimary
St lawrence VA Cof e lower School nn10 9ll
St mary and StJohnSchool
St mary’s Catholic primary School StuDleY
St mary’s Beckenham
St mary’s Catholic High School, Croydon
St marys Catholic primary School, Cannock
St nicholas rC primary School
St peter & St paul Ce primary School
St peter’s Catholic primary School
St peter’s Catholic primary School, Waterlooville
St polycarp’s Catholic primary School
St teresa’s Catholic primary School
St teresa’s rC primary School
St tHomAS AquinAS SCHool
St thomas more Catholic Academy
St thomas more Catholic School
St Willibrord’s rC primary
St. Andrew’s primary School, Buckland monachorum.
St. Andrew’s VC lower School
St. Anne’s C of e primary
St. Bernadette’s Catholic primary School, Cardiff
St. edward’s royal free ecumenical middle School
St. francis Xavier Catholic primary School
St. george’s C.e. (V.A.) primary School
St. James’ Junior School, Derby
St. John’s Ce primary School - Belper - Derbyshire
St. Joseph’s Catholic primary
St. Joseph’s Catholic primary School, SW15 2 qD
St. Joseph’s preparatory School
St. Vincent’s Catholic primary School
St.alban’s rC primary
St.mary’s the mount School
St.patricks primary School Southampton
St.WilfriD’S CAtHoliC primArY SCHool
Stourport High School and 6th form centre
Sunning Hill primary School
Sutterton fourfields primary School
tarvin primary school
the faber Catholic primary School
the federation of St george’s with our lady and St peter rC primary School
the governors of St John’s Catholic primary School, Bath
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liZ
liz Collins
Amy Abbott
Amy Abbott
Clare porter
trudie pabor
leondre Douglas
Helen Simms
rebecca Harvey
kate markham
sheila Anstey
Andrew Watkinson-trim
Alison gooderson
Helen mancini
nick newitt
ruth maxwell

tHunDriDge SCHool
toddington St george C of e School
tring School
tring School
trinity Academy
trinity Catholic School
twyford Church of england High School
uffington Church of england primary School
Walter evans Ce primary School
Well green primary School
welwyn st marys primary school
West Buckland School
Weston Ce primary school
Weston on trent primary School
Weston St mary Ce primary School
Whipton Barton Junior School

organisations that responded to the call for evidence
names of all individuals and organisations have been left unedited: they appear as submitted online
Wendy Dossett
graham nicholls
irfan malik
Yousif
rev Desmond Seddon
Clive ireson
paul Spear
Charles Baily
mike otter
fr Jonathan Veasey
guy HorDern
Dawn Waterman
Dr D Corrywright
Victor Sulaiman
malcolm edwards
father Bernard Sixtus
Vincent Adukor
mame kate
ebenezer mogaji
peter oguntimehin
Andrea Williams
Barbara moore
Sidney Cordle
peter Sammons
roy Johnson
me
Julia lall
Derek Holloway
richard partridge
emma griffiths

A small group within trS-uk - does not necessarily reflect the views of the full
membership
Affinity
Ahmadiyya muslim Association
Al-khoei foundation
Archdiocese of liverpool
Association of Christian teachers
Association of grace Baptist Churches South east
Bedfordshire Humanists
Bible Society
Birmingham Diocesan education Service
Birmingham SACre
Board of Deputies of British Jews
British Association for the Study of religions
CAC reformation Chapel intl
Carmel Baptist Church, pontlliw, Swansea
Catholic Archdiocese of Cardiff
Central lyceum of iCgC
Charity organisation
Christ Apostolic Church -east of luton
Christ Apostolic Church Victory Centre
Christian Concern
Christian Concern
Christian peoples Alliance
Christian publications international
Christin concern
Church
Church of england
Church of england education office AkA the national
Corringham evangelical Church
Coventry Cathedral
Coventry multi-faith forum
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lucy lambert
geoff Chapman
Wayne Harris
ed pawson
Sarah feist
Helen Sage
tatiana Wilson
Simon Cameron
linda gardner
richard Buxton
george Casley
rev. Stephen mizzi
David patterson
lydia revett
Sarah lane Cawte
Jay lakhani
indriyesha Das
Sue Brown
Harshadray n Sanghrajka
tanuja Shukla
narayani Dasi
lauren Johnson
Steve manion
marilyn Cowling
paras mamania
Steve macfarlane
gillian lawson
ying chen
Adrian lowe
William & freda kerr
Sarah Hannafin
linda edwards
rev. prebendary
michael metcalf
fiona moss
peter Ward
Stephen evans
David quinn
paul
Steve Beegoo
William Bernard Johnson
Alison Chevassut
Celia morgan
Cathy lightowler
molly Sutherland
elizabeth morgan
Daniella fetuga-Joensuu
Andrew rickett
S Whitehouse
Dr. erica C D Hunter
Suzy pearson
Jane Williams
Chris Davis
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Coventry multi-faith forum
Coventry SACre
Creation resources trust
cross teach trust
Devon SACre
Diocese of Arundel and Brighton education Service
Diocese of Blackburn
Diocese of exeter
Diocese of St Asaph education Department
Doncaster Schools Work trust
ealing Christian Centre
education religion Culture ltd
elim Christian centre evesham
emmaus Christian fellowship
federation of re Centres
free Churches group
Hindu Council uk
Hinduism education Services
Hinxton Church
institute of Jainology
iSkCon educational Services
iSkCon educational Services (Bhaktivedanta manor Branch)
Jewish museum london
kent SACre
kingston upon Hull SACre
koJAin uk
langstone Church, portsmouth
liverpool SACre
london huaxia christian church
love Dudley Churches network
mid-ulster Christian Helpline & muCH publications
nAHt
narberth Baptist fellowship
nASACre
national Association of teachers of religious education nAtre
national Board of religious inspectors and Advisers
national Secular Society
nottingham Diocese
our lady & St rose of lima Catholic primary School
oxfordshire Community Churches - education
private submission thus unable publish organisation
re inspired
redland education Centre
reonDemand school workshops
resurrected life ministries
rS teachers of group 86
SACre Hammersmith and fulham,kensington and Chelsea
Salisbury Diocesan Board of education and Sarum St michael education Charity
school
School of oriental and African Studies, university of london
Scripture union
self
Southampton City mission
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Julia Almond
pAtriCk WArD
Diarmuid Collins
Ann tuesley
olly elliott
mariano marcigaglia

philip robinson
James Holt
Jeremy Andrews
ian mason
Derek J Humphrey
Barbara easton
patrick o’mara
mike Stygal
ed pawson
graham
richard Dickson
lindsay thorne
Jill Bird
Sharron taylor

Spiritualists’ national union
sr
SS de garabandal’ Association, uk
St John the Baptist Church, fleet Street Coventry
St peter’s Church, Harold Wood
the Buddhist Society
the Buddhist Society
the Buddhist Society
the Catholic education Service
the Church of Jesus Christ of latter-day Saints
the evangelical Church, three legged Cross
the gideons international
the Hockerill educational foundation
the methodist Church in Britain
the national Spiritual Assembly of the Bahá’ís of the united kingdom
the pagan federation
torbay SACre
trinitarian Bible Society
Westhill endowment trust
Worcestershire SACre
Wycliffe Baptist church reading Berks
Yorkshire adn Humber hub group -hull
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individuals who responded to the call for evidence
names of all individuals and organisations have been left unedited: they appear as submitted online
(Dr.) Cameron tallach
A Bakare
A J gill
A. marshall
Abigail Donohoe
Abigail newman
Adegboyega oyinloye
Adeline Johnton
Adeline Selvaraj
Adeyinka odebade
Adrian Cox
Agata Dryja
AgHogHo Simone
linDSAY
Ailsa Wright
Alan Beber
Alan Brook
Alan Jenner
Alan palmer
Alan Scott
Albina kumirova
Alex Howard
Alexandra Benson
Alice Colson
Alice einarsson
Alice ievins
Alice littlehailes
Alick lavers
Alison Bradley
Alison Carter
Alison Davies
Alison Down
Alison green
Alison marchant
Alison Smith
Allan foulds
Allan J lowe
Amanda Dodd
Amanda martin
Amilcar formoso
Amy pritchard
Andrea Beswick
Andrea Hardisty
Andrew Blench
Andrew edney
Andrew maclean
Andrew ostler
AnDreW pettigreW
Andrew price
Andrew Widdowson
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Andrew Willis
Andy Bruce
Angela rundle
Angela Sarjeant
Angela Wright
Ann Couper-Johnston
Ann Crowe
Ann farmer
Anna klosowski
Annabella fowler
Anne Andrews
Anne pringuer
Anne Simpson
Anne Stockdale
Anthony ernest Wilson
AntHonY lYon
Anthony Ward
Antonia tully
Anya poole
Arabella norton
Arthur rowe
Ash leighton plom
Ashley Dickenson
Ayo
Balwinder farmer
Barbara farrington
Barry Davis
Bathsheba
Beatrice k newman
Benedicta emojevbe
Benjamin erdeaw
Benjamin Savjani
Benjamin Wood
bernard kelly
Bernice Burton mBe
Beryl lovett
Beth grove
Bethan rose
Bethany Vellacott
Bill moore
Bob Baker
Bob Day
Brenda lord
Brenda martindale
Briab Wood
brian
Brian Box
Brian Carlson
Brian ernest Wakeman
Brian evans

Brian Halliday
Brian Hammond
Brian Hunter
Brian lucas
brian parry
Brian pocock
brian smith
Bridget Jones
Bridget Whitaker
Bruce Budd
C Hedman
Carl gale
Carol
Carol
Carole Hawkins
Carole leah
Caroline king
Caroline quinton
Cassy lawton Jenkins
Cath milnes
Catherine Bates
Catherine Dyer
Catherine Simpson
Catherine Smith
Cathryn Clarke
Cathryn levick-mason
Catriona Card
Celia morgan
Charles
Charles and Shirley
Stone
Charles Conaghan
Charles Hunter
Charles patmore
Charlie Arbuthnot
Charlie Yianoullou
Charlotte Cummins
Charlotte mackie
Che Webster
Cheryll older
Chris Bales
Chris Cole
Chris edwards
Chris ekwonna
Chris Hawker
Chris Jewell
chris moss
Chris rimmer
Chris Selway
Chris Wren
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Christabel mclean
Christian pountain
Christine Bryant
Christine Crossley
Christine Hardy
Christine Hartley
Christine Howard
Christine Hurst
Christine martin
Christopher Arnold
Christopher Clarke
Christopher
Cocksworth
Christopher king
Christopher marchant
Claire
Claire Cole
Claire richardson
Clare
Clare Constant
Clare Jackson
Clare nolan
Clare pomfret
Clare Stafford
Clifford Watson
Clive weston
Cllr ian robertson
Cllr phil Davison
Colin & gloria roberts
Colin taylor
Colin Wilkinson
Collette iglinski
constantia pennie
Corinne Brixton
Corrine guntrip
Cris obudo
D.Cairns
Dalene musora
Dan kelly
Daniella fetugaJoensuu
Danielle
Daphne
Darryll flint
Dave francis
Dave pamphilon
dave peddie
David Beckitt
David Bone
David Brock

David Burton
David Clark
David Clifford
David goodman
David greer
David Healey
David Jones
David keen
David lennon
David lindsay
David longworth
David lundie
David meacock
David midwinter
David morell
David moreton
David newby
David nickless
David perry
David Strong
DAViD tHomAS
David tyler
Davina Attwell
Davuid t Ward
Deborah Crane
Deborah gomer
Dee Wheeler
Dena Alderson
Dennis milns
Dennis pedley
Derek John Smith
Derek marshall
Derek matthews
Derek Smith
Desmond Bellew
Diane thomas
Dianne white
Dominic Hughes
Donald fleming
Donna Crookes
Donney Samuel
Doreen S taylor
Dorothy lenton
Douglas Allen
Douglas Barrett
Wilkinson
Douglas moore
Dr Alistair robertson
Dr Anna Sallnow
Dr David Hill
Dr fiona macaskill
Dr H C rae
Dr John etherton
mrCgp

Dr Julian kennedy
Dr nigel Shield
Dr opinderjit kaur
takhar
Dr philip meager
Dr robert philip morris
Dr roger Sewell
Dr. Anthony Blunden
Dr. Barry Bird
Durgamata Chaudhuri
e m lindsay griffiths
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appendix 2: terms of reference for the
commission on religious education
terms of reference for the commission on
religious education:
i. name of commission:
Commission on religious education
ii. the purposes of the commission:
to review the legal, education and policy frameworks for re, by a wide-ranging, inclusive
and evidence-based process designed to inform policy makers about these areas. the
ultimate aim will be to improve the quality and rigour of religious education and its
capacity to prepare pupils for life in modern Britain.
iii. remit of the commission:
• to consider the nature, purposes, and scope of religious education
• to identify the enabling factors that currently promote high quality re, and the barriers
that currently limit it
• to identify what changes are needed to ensure the highest quality provision of re
• to ensure that recommendations focus on realistic and specific proposals aimed at
both immediate and long-term implementation in the context of continuing educational
reform.
in considering the above 4 tasks, the reC has identified the following areas for the
Commission to consider:
• the quality of teaching and learning in re
• the legal and structural arrangements
• the public and professional profile of the subject
• recruitment, initial teacher education and Continuous professional Development
• the range of school settings in which re should be required
• the age range for which re should be required
• the right to withdraw (parents or carers, pupils and teachers)
• Whether or not there should be a common entitlement in re, and if so what the
entitlement should be
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• the reC expects the Commission to make explicit the evidence base for the
recommendations they make, and ensure the conceptual clarity of any key terms used.
iv. parameters of the commission
the Commission should consider re in all schools and colleges in england that educate
pupils of any age up to 19, irrespective of whether they are mainstream, special or
alternative provision, independent or maintained, and of a religious character or not.
5.2.1 the commission should not consider:
• Admissions policies in schools of a religious character
• employment of staff on the basis of their religion
• Collective worship.
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appendix 3: about the commissioners
chair
the very rev dr john hall. Dean of
Westminster. former Chief education
officer for the Church of england, having
previously been Diocesan Director of
education in Blackburn, serving the
people of lancashire. earlier he had
ministered in parishes in london, and
before that taught re at a community
comprehensive school in Hull. He chairs
the governors of Westminster School and
of Harris Westminster Sixth form, a free
school.
commissioners
samira ahmed, Journalist, broadcaster
and Visiting professor of Journalism at
kingston university. She presents front
row on radio 4 and newswatch on BBC1
and a range of cultural and religious
programmes and documentaries across
BBC and radio. these have included
Something understood and Sunday on
radio 4 and BBC1’s religion and ethics
discussion show Sunday morning live.
alan brine, Hmi in ofsted from 2001 to
2014 where he was national Adviser for
re from 2007 to 2014. He is author of
many key publications on re, including
the most recent report from ofsted,
religious education: realising the
potential (2013) and the key Church of
england survey report on re in Church
Schools, making a Difference? (2014).
previously he was a teacher of re in
schools and He, and County inspector for
re in Hampshire.
professor denise cush was Head of Study
of religions at Bath Spa university. She
specialises in Buddhism, Hinduism,
Christianity and alternative spiritualities,
as well as religious education. She has also
taught religious Studies in a sixth form
college, and trained both primary and
secondary teachers of religious
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education. She is deputy editor of the
British Journal of religious education.
esther deans mbe, Humanities kS4 lead
at malmesbury School. She is formerly an
initial teacher training Associate tutor for
Bath Spa university and Bristol university.
She is a member of the race equality in
education steering group in Bristol, Chair
of the Stand Against racism & inequality
and Chair of Bristol SACre.
professor sir malcolm evans kcmg obe,
professor of public international law,
university of Bristol. He was a member of
the organization for Security and Cooperation in europe (oSCe) Advisory
Council on freedom of religion and Belief
for ten years and is currently Chair of the
united nations Subcommittee for
prevention of torture. He is Chair of the
governing body of regent’s park College,
oxford.
dame helen hyde, former Head of
Watford grammar School for girls
(1987–2016). She is a commissioner on the
national Holocaust Commission and she
chairs its education work stream. She is a
member of the freedom and Autonomy,
national Schools Association (fASnA)
board, a fellow of the royal Society of
Arts and a trustee of the Holocaust
education trust. She is patron of the
rwandan Sisterhood working with
survivors of the genocide and deprived
women in kigali.
emma knights, Ceo, national governors’
Association. prior to her appointment to
the ngA in 2010 she was joint Ceo of the
Daycare trust. Before that, she worked in
a number of roles in the voluntary sector,
particularly in the legal Services
Commission, Citizens Advice and the
local government Association.
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juliet lyal, retired from her role as a
teacher at Cunningham Hill infant School
in August 2017, and has extensive
experience at junior and infant level. She
serves on Hertfordshire SACre and was
on the writing group for its agreed
syllabus (2017-22). She has national
experience supporting local re groups,
having founded the St Albans re
teachers together group and is the
primary vice-chair of the nAtre (national
Association of teachers of re). Juliet is a
Statutory inspection of Anglican and
methodist Schools (SiAmS) inspector.
dr joyce miller, Associate fellow in the
religions and education research unit at
the university of Warwick (Wreru). in
2007 she retired as Head of Diversity and
Cohesion at education Bradford, prior to
which she was a Senior lecturer in
religious studies at the university of
Wolverhampton. She taught in secondary
schools in Coventry and northumberland.
She is a former Chair of the re Council,
AreiAC, Bradford SACre and the
Schools linking network.
eleanor nesbitt, emeritus
professor, university of Warwick. She is
an expert in the religious socialisation of
young people of Christian, Hindu and Sikh
background, and in qualitative research
methods. She is author of Sikhism: A Very
Short introduction (2nd edition 2016).
Between 1986 and 2007 (after briefly
teaching re in india and Coventry), she
contributed to the training of secondary
re teachers and non-specialist primary
teachers at the university of Warwick. She
serves on Coventry SACre.

designated a ‘national leader in
education’. She has contributed to
curriculum development in re nationally.
She is a Visiting fellow at uCl institute of
education and she has a doctorate
specialising in education policy and
school improvement.
dr farid panjwani, Director, Centre for
research and evaluation in muslim
education, uCl institute of education. He
has published widely on the aims,
curriculum and pedagogy of religious
education. He has worked on several
curriculum and teacher education
projects in religious and inter-cultural
education. He has a wide range of
experience of teaching religious
education in formal and non-formal
settings. in addition to the uk, he has
taught courses in universities in italy,
Canada, tunisia and pakistan.
dr anthony towey is Director of the
Aquinas Centre for theological literacy at
St mary’s university, twickenham. He
lectured in rome, Durham and
Birmingham before leading the re
department at loreto College, moss Side.
He is an ofqual subject specialist and has
assisted in the shaping of the religious
education reforms at A-level and in
particular by developing new
specifications and resources at gCSe with
AqA and eduqas.

dr vanessa ogden, Ceo of the mulberry
Schools trust. Her teaching career covers
twenty years of practice in challenging
inner-city schools across london and
involves work in school improvement. She
is a religious education teacher and
served on ealing SACre. Vanessa is
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